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Abstract: Over the past decade, the Peruvian government has issued property titles to over 1.2
million urban households, the largest government titling program targeted to urban squatters in the
developing world. This paper examines the labor market effects of increases in tenure security
resulting from the program. In particular, I study the direct impact of securing a property title on
hours of work, substitution of home for market work and substitution of adult for child labor. To
isolate the causal role of ownership security I make use of differences across regions induced by
the timing of the program and differences across target populations in the level of pre-program
tenure security. My estimates suggest that titling results in a substantial increase in labor hours, a
shift in labor supply away from work at home to work in the outside market and substitution of
adult for child labor. For the average squatter family, granting of a property title is associated with
a 17% increase in total household work hours, a 47% decrease in the probability of working inside
the home, and a 28% reduction in the probability of child labor.
Keywords : Property rights, land titling, development policy, urban economics, time allocation and
labor supply, employment determination and creation
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Introduction
Strengthening economic institutions is widely argued to foster investment in physical and human

capital, bolster growth performance, reduce macroeconomic volatility and encourage an equitable and
efficient distribution of economic opportunity (Acemoglu et al., 2002; North,1981). As one of the basic
roles of institutions and fundamental to all economic transactions, codifying and protecting property
rights is seen in many academic discussions as requisite for economic development and poverty
reduction. 1 Among policy-makers as well, property titling is increasingly considered one of the most
effective forms of government intervention for targeting the poor and encouraging economic growth
(Baharoglu, 2002; Binswanger et al, 1995). Despite the consensus on the importance of institutional
factors for economic performance, there is a shortage of reliable estimates of the influence of property
reforms on a range of market outcomes. This paper studies the impact of property rights on labor markets
in developing countries by analyzing household labor supply responses to exogenous changes in formal
ownership status. In particular, I assess the value to a squatter household of increases in tenure security
associated with obtaining a property title in terms of hours of labor supply gained and improved
efficiency of labor allocation between home and market work and between child and adult labor.
An obstacle to measuring the influence of tenure security is the potential endogeneity of ownership
rights.2 I circumvent the problem by using data from a dramatic natural experiment in Peru, in which a
nationwide program issued formal property titles over a five-year period to more than 1.2 million urban
households. This approach in large measure breaks the link between tenure security and income and helps
isolate the causal effect of property titling on market outcomes. Although no panel data are available on
program participants, extensive cross-sectional data were collected on past and future title recipients midway through the program, generating a natural set of comparison groups composed of treated and yet-tobe-treated households. The Peruvian titling program constitutes the first large-scale urban property rights
reform that has occurred in the developing world, and its impact has implications for many developing
countries in which urban squatting is a widespread phenomenon.
An important contribution of this paper is the specific focus on non-agricultural households and the
value to urban residents of increased ownership security. In developing countries, large proportions of
urban and rural residents alike lack tenure security. Yet, presumably because of historic interests in
agricultural investment and related politics of land reform, the majority of both academic and policy
1

See, generally, Demsetz (1967), Alchian and Demsetz (1973) and Shleifer et al. (2001).
Direct evidence of this is provided by Miceli et al. (2001), who analyze the extent of endogeneity of formal
agricultural property rights in Kenya.
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attention to property rights reform has centered on rural households’ tenure insecurity. Nevertheless, in
most of the developing world, the population – and particularly the impoverished population – is
increasingly urban. 3 Though advocates of urban property reform cite many of the same benefits to land
titling for non-agricultural as for farm households, the relationship between tenure security and economic
efficiency is likely to be distinct in the urban setting. In particular, as will be addressed in this paper, there
is cause to believe that urban employment levels are particularly sensitive to the degree of residential
formalization.
In this manner, the paper also contributes to the literature by examining a unique aspect of the
welfare gains to property titling: the effect of improvements in tenure security on labor supply and labor
allocation decisions within the household. The fundamental consequence of successful residential
formalization is a reduction in the household’s likelihood of forced eviction by the government or
expropriation by other residents. As long as untitled households expend their own human resources in an
effort to solidify informal claims to land, the acquisition of a property title has direct value in terms of
freeing up hours of work previously devoted to maintaining tenure security through informal means and
securing formal rights. As the following quote illustrates, there is ample anecdotal evidence that urban
squatters are commonly constrained by the need to keep a family member at or close to home to protect
against residential property invasion:
“‘I go to work, and my mother looks after the house,’ says Alejandrina Matos Franco, who sells
cassettes on the street in Lima and who worries that people could seize her house when she is
away.” (Conger, 1999)

In addition, the legal process of acquiring formal property titles traditionally involved substantial
monetary and time costs.4 Both factors clearly raise untitled households’ labor needs for production of
home security and in turn the opportunity cost of employment outside the home. As a result, untitled
households make constrained decisions in allocations of leisure, home production, and the amount of
child relative to adult labor.
To study these relationships, I implement a quasi-experimental empirical strategy using crosssection micro-data from a survey of past and future beneficiaries of the Peruvian titling program. Two
3

In Latin America and the Caribbean, for instance, the population shifted between 1950 and 2000 from 41% to 75%
urban (United Nations, World Urbanization Prospects: The 1999 Revision, 2000).
4
According to one report, “In Peru, the process of getting a deed from the bureaucracy involved 207 steps divided
among 48 government offices, took an average of 48 months to complete, and was too expensive for small property
owners.” (Economist, 1995)
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sources of variation in program influence are used to isolate the effect of titling: neighborhood program
timing and program impact based on prior household ownership status. In particular, staggered regional
program timing enables a comparison of households in neighborhoods already reached by the program
with households in neighborhoods not yet reached. Meanwhile, variation in pre-program tenure security
allows residents not subject to changes in security to serve as a quasi-control group for residents who
experience relatively large changes as a result of the program.
The fact that the program targeted nearly all untitled households regardless of household demand for
formal property rights also enables a broader exploration of heterogeneity in response to the program.
Heterogeneity in the demand for property titles has been shown to depend heavily on factors which
contribute to the cost of maintaining informal rights. 5 For this purpose, both residential tenure – a proxy
for informal tenure security – and household size are used as indicators of the relative value of a property
title for a given household. Given that overall “de facto” property rights are observed to increase with
residential tenure, the value of a property title and therefore the program impact should be lower for
households with longer residential tenure (De Soto, 1986). Likewise, since (for a given property size)
households with more adults have greater capacity to provide home security, the tenure security value of a
formal title should be lower for larger families.
Several interesting findings emerge. My estimates of early program impact suggest that households
with no legal claim to property spend an average of 16.2 hours per week maintaining informal tenure
security, reflecting a 17% reduction in total household work hours for the average squatter family. Also,
households are 47% more likely to work inside of their home. Thus, the net effect of property titling is a
combination of an increase in total labor force hours and a reallocation of work hours from inside the
home to the outside labor market. My estimates further support the predictions that informal property
rights and household size influence the home security demands facing an untitled household. For all labor
supply measures, the effect of obtaining a property title is decreasing in residential tenure and in the
number of working-age household members. Finally, for households with children, urban land titling is
associated with a 28% lower probability of child labor force participation. The results are particularly
convincing in light of a number of possible downward biases.
The next section of the paper reviews the theoretical and empirical literature on land rights in
developing countries. The third section describes the titling program in greater detail. The fourth section
presents a model of household labor supply in which, under very general conditions, total labor supplied
5

In fact, heterogeneity in the demand for property titles is modeled explicitly in Miceli et al. (2001).
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to the outside market unambiguously rises with an increase in formal property rights, and both labor hours
in home production and child labor unambiguously fall. The fifth section describes the empirical model
and discusses the identification strategy for program effect. The sixth section presents results and
robustness checks. The seventh section discusses long-run predictions and the eighth section concludes.

2

Related literature
There exists a wide body of literature demonstrating the positive influence of property institutions

on market outcomes. Several macroeconomic analyses have shown a relationship between economic
development and cross-country variation in institutional strength, which encompasses property
institutions (Knack et al., 1995; Mauro,1995; Hall et al.,1999; Rodrik,1999). In the microeconomic
literature, the link between property rights and welfare enhancement has generally been confined to three
channels established in a seminal paper by Besley (1995) that explores the benefits of ownership rights
for agricultural households. These are: increased tenure security and greater investment incentives, lower
transactions costs and gains from trade in land, and greater collateral value of land and improved credit
access. The relationship between land rights and labor markets has been mentioned only in the context of
residential mobility and labor market adjustment, a corollary implication of higher transaction costs in
real estate (Yao, 1996; World Development Report, 2000; Moene, 1992).
Empirical estimates of the value of property titles in agricultural settings corroborate these
predictions. Studies such as Alston et al. (1996), Lopez (1997) and Carter and Olinto (1997) link land
titles with improved credit access, while many authors including Feder (1998), Besley (1995), Banerjee et
al. (2002) and Alston et al. (1996) provide evidence that lack of property title indeed affects agricultural
investment demand. 6 In urban settings, the value of property titles has been measured far less often and
empirical work has focused primarily on real estate prices. A major contribution is a paper by Jimenez
(1984), involving an equilibrium model of urban squatting in which it is shown that the difference in unit
housing prices between the non-squatting (formal) sector of a city and its squatting (informal) sector
reflects the premium associated with tenure security. The accompanying empirical analysis of real estate
markets in the Philippines finds equilibrium price differentials between formal and informal sector unit
dwelling prices in the range of 58%, and greater for lower income groups and larger households.

6

Other work, such as Migot-Adholla et al. (1998) and Kimuyu (1994) detect little impact of land titling on
investment. The mixed results are commonly attributed to the difficulty of addressing the endogeneity of title status.
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Consistent with the agricultural investment literature, Hoy and Jimenez (1996) find that land titles are also
associated with greater local public goods provision in squatter communities in Indonesia.
A separate line of research on property institutions relates to the role of informal or “de facto”
property rights. A number of authors such as Carter (1994, 1996) and Galal and Razzaz (2001) note that,
in many settings, informal institutions arise to compensate for the absence of formal property protection.
Thus, legal enforcement constraints are binding only insofar as they correspond to real tenure insecurity.
Lanjouw and Levy (2002) find that levels of informal property rights vary greatly in urban communities
in Ecuador, and de facto tenure security varies systematically with observable household characteristics
such as sex of household head and length of residence. In addition, their paper demonstrates that the value
of a formal title can be overestimated by real estate price differentia ls when non-transferable informal
rights are ignored. In my paper, the concept of informal rights is further extended to comprise not only
exogenous household characteristics, but also security investment choices made by individual households.
Including resource allocation decisions in the definition of informal protection mechanisms has the
additional effect of narrowing the bias in real estate price differentials between titled and untitled
properties in the Lanjouw and Levy model.

3

Project Background
This paper examines the effects of the Peruvian government’s recent series of legal, administrative

and regulatory reforms aimed at promoting a formal property market in urban squatter settlements. Peru's
informal urban settlements grew out of the massive urban-rural migration that occurred over the last halfcentury as a result of the collapse of the rural economy (due in part to a failed land reform program) and
the growth of terrorism. The existence of extensive barren land owned by the state on the perimeters of
major cities along with an implicit housing policy during the 1980s that allowed squatter settlements on
unused government lands led to an extended era of urban migration, often in the form of organized
invasions by squatters from the same area of emigration (Olórtegui, 2001). 7 It is estimated that in 1997, a
quarter of Peru’s urban population lived in marginal squatter settlements in peri-urban areas and many
more untitled residents occupied inner-city neighborhoods (World Bank, 1997b). 8

7

Invasion of privately-owned property was allowed by law if the land had been unused for a period of four years.
The law has since changed (in 1990) so that invasions of private property are not allowed under any circumstances.
8
See Appendix A for a country map of the untitled population and properties targeted for formalization.
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Prior to the reforms, obtaining a property title for a Peruvian household was nearly impossible due
to heavy bureaucratic procedures and prohibitive fees. As described in the initial project report: “Peru’s
traditional system of titling and registration is complex, inefficient, expensive – prohibitively so for poor
people – and prone to rent-seeking. Fourteen different agencies are involved in the generation of each
title, the courts have rarely been able to validate these titles as the law requires…” (World Bank, 1998a).9
Due to acute housing shortages and lack of legal transparency, tenants struggled not only with the
government but also among themselves to secure residential properties. The common failure of the
government to defend or even recognize informal tenure rights in individual disputes gave rise to rentseeking behavior in the form of invasions of untitled land (Olórtegui, 2001).

In 1991, a Peruvian non-governmental organization embarked on an innovative property titling
project in the capital city of Lima whose goal was “the rapid conversion of informal property into
securely delineated land holdings by the issuing and registering of property titles” (World Bank, 1998b).
Between 1992 and 1995, roughly 200,000 titles were issued at an extremely low cost, convincing the
government and a growing international audience of the potential for efficiency gains from urban property
formalization (World Bank, 1998a). In 1996, under the auspices of the public agency COFOPRI
(Committee for the Formalization of Private Property) and Decree 424: Law for the Formalization of
Informal Properties, the Peruvian government established a national property registry based on the early
model to formalize the remaining properties in Lima and extend the program to seven other cities.10
Just as in the pilot project, implementation of the national program involved area-wide titling by
neighborhood, which was “presumed to foster, through community participation and education, a demand
for formalization, reduce the unit cost of formalization, and rapidly generate a minimum critical mass of
beneficiaries” (World Bank, 1997c). While the old process of acquiring a property title was prohibitively
slow and expensive, the new process was free and extremely rapid. Once a local property registration
system was set up, local program officials were trained, and the city’s target areas were properly
identified and mapped, several project teams simultaneously entered neighborhoods starting from

9

In his groundbreaking study of the underground economy, economist Hernando de Soto documented the same
phenomenon: “In ‘The Other Path’, de Soto and aids concluded that … to get title to a house in an informal
settlement whose permanence the government had already acknowledged took 728 steps from one agency alone, and
ten other agencies also required approval” (Rosenberg, 2000).
10
According to the World Bank Project Appraisal Document (1998), target cities were chosen according to a
formula based on city size, density of informal settlements, and distance from commercial centers, measures
indicating the likely ease and cost of formalization and the expected poverty impact.
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different points in the city. 11 To be eligible for program participation, title claimants were required to
verify residency predating 1995, and had to live on eligible public properties.12 As a result of the reforms,
by December 2001 nearly 1.2 million of the country’s previously unregistered residents became
nationally registered property owners, affecting approximately 6.3 million of the roughly 10 million
untitled residents living in the range from just above to below the poverty line.13
In the realm of literature on the economic benefits of tenure security, the Peruvian experience
provides a unique research opportunity for many reasons. Briefly, the national formalization plan
constitutes a one-of-a-kind natural experiment worldwide in terms of providing nearly cost-free
improvements in ownership security on such a large scale. Furthermore, unlike many large-scale
government programs, the titling efforts took place at an extremely rapid pace, which facilitates program
evaluation by eliminating much of the need to consider time trends that could obscure the independent
effects of program participation. At the same time, in the absence of panel data on participating
households, the fact that program timing was staggered proves to be an asset for evaluation purposes. A
survey of 2750 urban households was conducted in March 2000 midway through program
implementation. Because the sample was drawn from the universe of all target populations for eventual
program intervention, the data contain a number of households in neighborhoods in which the program
has not yet entered.

4

Conceptual framework

4.1 Total Household Labor Supply
This section presents a simple variation of the basic agricultural household model to formalize the
11

In campaigns of two months each, project teams entered 50 to 70 neighborhoods encompassing roughly 30,000 to
35,000 plots. Within a neighborhood, teams spent five to seven weeks establishing residential claims and delineating
properties before conferring state-registered property titles onto all eligible residents. The registration process for
these titles took an additional period of one to six months.
12
Ineligible properties included archeological sites and flood planes, among other exceptions – see page 15 for
description. In the COFOPRI data, 9.42% of sampled households are ineligible according to reported length of
residence, and an additional 10% remain untitled after several years of program operation.
13
Though the grant period is not yet over until December 2002, thus far, 1.64 million lots have already been
formalized and 1.21 million titles granted, the vast majority of which took place between 1998 and 2000. While no
residents who previously possessed registered municipal titles are included in this figure, it is uncertain what
fraction of this number had locally registered sales documents before the national reforms as these households were
included in the government’s definition of “untitled”, though in reality the program simply transferred such titles to
the national registry. In my paper, the term squatter refers only to households with no sales or judicial titles prior to
the reforms, which is estimated to be 37% of the target population.
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intuition that, in a setting of incomplete property rights, the standard labor-leisure choic e will be
influenced by household demand for security of property. The main innovation is the incorporation of a
tenure security function, s(⋅) , into the utility function, such that both leisure and home production enter
household utility through two separate channels: through their respective consumption and production
values and through their effect on home security. 14 Furthermore, the security value of time at home is
sensibly modeled as a household public good, such that individual utility depends on the leisure and home
production hours of all other members via s(⋅) . In this framework, utility, given a set of household
characteristics ψ and resource endowment E, is an increasing function of per capita leisure, consumption,
and home security, and home security is determined by the following three parameters: total hours of
household time at home (time spent by family members “protecting” property), an exogenous parameter,

θ , which reflects the household’s level of formal property rights, and a summary measure, τ , which
reflects the degree of informal or “de facto” rights the household has acquired.
For tractability, I make the following set of assumptions. First, the household is assumed to
maximize per capita leisure and not the leisure of individual members. Given that this model is concerned
with the effect of θ on total household labor, ignoring the second stage of the household decision
problem in which leisure is allocated across individual members is inconsequential to the central results.
Second, there is no outside labor market for the provision of home security. Assuming a missing labor
market for property protection is easily justified by an incomplete contracts argument (there is risk
involved in employing non-members to guard property), although a more complicated model would have
this market depend on θ .15 Furthermore, while the model does not explicitly include hired security, there
is room to incorporate the existence of a black market for property protection into τ . Fourth, as opposed
to models of joint production such as Graham and Green (1984), in this model leisure and home
production hours are assumed to be perfect substitutes for the hours an individual spends on property
protection. 16 Finally, this is a unitary household model, and it is assumed that all household members face
a common wage, w.

14

As opposed to models of joint production in the vein of Gronau (1977), I assume incomplete substitution between
market goods and home security due to the absence of an outside market for home security protection.
15
Additionally, extension of this model to a more complicated setting in which there is an imperfect (as opposed to
nonexistent) market for the provision of home security is inconsequential under the uniform wage assumption.
16
While this assumption might seem unreasonable in light of the fact that leisure time which contributes to home
security is constrained relative to leisure which can be spent inside or outside of the home, incorporating a jointness
function which measures the psychic value of home relative to market production does not change the comparative
statics of the model.
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Let N be the number of household members, and li be leisure, xi consumption, h fi labor hours in
home production, and h oi outside labor hours of household member i, and

L=

N

N

N

N

i =1

i =1

i =1

i =1

∑ li , H f = ∑ h fi , H o = ∑ hoi , X = ∑ xi , x =

X
L
, l = , Z = Hf + L.
N
N

Labor hours of household members are divided between work at home ( H f ) and work in the
outside market ( H o ). Time spent at home (Z ) is divided between work at home ( H f ) and leisure (L) .
The value of labor at home is given by the production function q ( H f ) , while the value of work outside
the home is the market wage w. 17 Household utility is then given by:

U ( x , l , s;ψ , E ) , where s = s( Z ,θ ,τ ) .
Here U (⋅) and s(⋅) are twice continuously differentiable, concave, and increasing in each
argument.18 While the tenure security function implies that the production of home security is determined
purely by exogenously given land rights ( θ and τ ) and the amount of time spent in the home, s(⋅) could
easily be extended to include other household inputs such as secure locks and doors. The parameter θ
can be thought of either as a binary indicator of a legally registered property title, or else a more nuanced
parameter which reflects the level of formal legal recognition of a household’s tenure status (level of
efficiency of court systems, levels of police cooperation, etc.).

The choice variables for the household are: H f , H o , X , L and s . The constraints to the
maximization problem are:

s = s ( H f + L ,θ ,τ )
pX = wH o + q ( H f )
T = L + Ho + H f
L, H o , H f , X ≥ 0

17

Incorporating a market for hired labor in home production does not affect the model’s predictions. Inseparability
in this model comes from the lack of substitutability of household members in the production of security, not q( ).
18
I assume that security inputs ( Z , θ and τ ) are substitutes in production, and make corresponding assumptions on
the cross-partial derivatives of s( ).
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where q (⋅) satisfies decreasing marginal productivity ( q ′ > 0 , q ′′ < 0 ). Then, normalizing prices to
one, the household’s optimization problem can be written: 19

max U (
Ho , H f

This

1
1
( w * H o + q( H f )), (T − H o − H f ), s(T − H o ,θ ,τ ))
N
N

yields

the

following

necessary

first-order

conditions

for

an

interior

solution

( H o > 0; H f > 0; H o + H f < T ) :20

w
1
* U x = *U l + U S * s H o
N
N

(1)

qH f * U x = U l

(2)

Equation 1 establishes that, at the optimum, households equate the marginal value of an additional
hour of outside labor with the marginal utility of leisure. Equation 2 states that they also equate the
marginal utility of leisure with the marginal value of an additional hour of work at home. For each
household involved in both home and market work, the solution to this set of equations implicitly defines
demand functions for labor hours in the outside market and in home production which depend on θ , w,
and τ :

→ H f = H f ( w,θ ,τ ) , H o = H o ( w,θ ,τ )
*

*

*

*

Assume that U xs ≥ 0,U xl ≥ 0,U ls ≤ 0 .21 Then total differentiation yields the following inequalities
for values of w , θ , and τ corresponding to inner optima:

∂H f
∂θ

< 0 and

∂H o
>0
∂θ

19

For the remainder of the analysis, household characteristics and resource endowment are assumed to be fixed and
omitted from the arguments of the utility function.
20

The boundary conditions U l

l →0

→ ∞ and U x

x →0

→ ∞ guarantee that (Hf + Ho )<T and that at least one of Hf

and Ho is strictly positive. It is shown on the following page that the corner solutions Hf =0 and Ho =0 do not affect
the aggregate predictions of the model.
21
Note that this includes the additively separable case.
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For households involved in both types of labor, an increase in formal tenure security decreases work
hours at home and increases work hours in the outside market. At the corner solution Ho =0,

∂H f
∂θ

≤ 0 and

∂H f
∂H o
∂Ho
≥ 0 , and at the corner solution Hf =0,
= 0 and
> 0 . Thus, in aggregate, strengthening
∂θ
∂θ
∂θ

formal property rights decreases work hours at home and increases hours outside the home. Details of the
comparative statics are provided in Appendix B. Intuitively, this reflects the fact that an exogenous
increase in the level of formal property rights corresponds to a decrease in the household’s need to spend
time on home security, thereby lowering the opportunity cost of outside labor force hours.22
In the empirical analysis, data limitations prevent me from separating employment hours inside and
outside of the home. With respect to the net effect of a property title on total employment hours, my
model predicts that households with zero home production hours ex ante (Hf = 0) will increase total
household labor hours by some positive amount in response to stronger formal property rights. For
households with any amount of labor hours devoted to a home business, the net effect on total hours is
ambiguous. While the level of outside work hours will unambiguously rise for households involved in
both types of production, the resulting change in average hourly earnings arising from the difference
between wages earned in the external labor market and the marginal productivity of labor in home
production will generate both income and substitution effects. The net change in total labor hours,
∆ ( H f + H o ) , will depend on the relative sizes of these effects. In the empirical section, due to the fact

that only 25% of households are involved in home production, the program effect on households working
outside the home is presumed to dominate the possible negative effect on households with home
businesses. Thus, I predict ex-ante that a titling program will be associated with an increase in total
employment hours. At the same time, I will explore the effect on households with home businesses by
studying the probability that a household uses their residence as a source of economic activity. Since
work hours inside the home are predicted to fall unambiguously, so should the percentage of households
that spend any time working at home.
Two auxiliary implications follow from this model. First, the effect of a change in formal property
rights on labor supply is decreasing in the household’s level of informal property rights, τ :
22

It is important to note at this point that I have ignored the consumption value of home security via its influence on
the market price of tradable assets, which has a potential income effect on labor supply that could counteract the
implication stated in equation (2). This is justified by two considerations: first, real estate markets are often
nonexistent in these settings; second, for the purposes of estimating a labor supply effect, the possible income effect
of increases in home security which is being ignored biases downwards the effect on labor supply. Hence, any
finding of an effect is a lower bound on the impact of the program.
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∂2 H f

*

∂ 2H o
> 0 and
<0
∂θ∂τ
∂θ∂τ
*

Second, given average consumption level x, the effects are decreasing in the number of working-age
household members, N.23

∂2 H f

*

∂ 2H o
> 0 and
<0
∂θ∂N
∂θ ∂N
*

The intuition behind the family size effect is that, the more family members living in a household,
the more likely it is that someone chooses to stay at home independent of security considerations, thus
large households are less distorted by the need to keep watch over the residence. These predictions will
motivate me to test empirically whether the effect of acquiring a formal property title on labor supply
differentially impacts households of different sizes and with different lengths of residential tenure.

4.2 Labor Supply of Children
An extension of the model, also detailed in Appendix B, incorporates differences in the household
supply of adult and child labor when only adults contribute to home security provision. This extension
formalizes the intuitive idea that, if adults have a comparative advantage in the provision of home
security, in the absence of secure property rights, children will substitute for adults in the labor market. In
this case, while total household labor hours rise with an increase in formal rights, child labor hours will
actually fall. For simplicity, in the following description I ignore the role of home production, though the
results hold under very general conditions when production is included. Here, NA and NC are the number
of adult and child household members, respectively, l A and l C are per capita adult and child leisure, LA
and LC are total adult and child leisure and TA and TC are total adult and child time endowments. In this
setting, the household’s maximization problem is:

max U(x ,l A , lC , s ( LA ,θ ,τ )) such that wA ∗ (TA − LA ) + wC ∗ (TC − LC ) = X

l A , lC , x

23

Given that members of extended families often divide their time between households, some authors treat N as
continuous “people hours” instead of a discrete number of people. The same result can be proven for discrete N.
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The first-order conditions corresponding to each employed adult member i and child member j are:

U ali = −

wA
∗ U x + U lA + U s ∗ s AL = 0
NA

U clj = −

wC
∗ U x + U lC = 0
NC

From these conditions it can be shown that, for all interior optima,

∂l C
∂l
> 0 and A < 0 . In
∂θ
∂θ

households in which children are labor force participants, child labor hours will fall and adult labor hours
will rise with an increase in tenure security. For all other households, adult labor hours will also rise and
child labor hours will remain at zero. Thus, given a positive amount of ex-ante child labor, the aggregate
number of child labor hours will unambiguously fall, while the number of adult labor hours rises with an
increase in formal property rights.24
While the theoretical model deals with changes in labor supply at a fixed wage rate, the empirical
model will capture changes in actual employment levels, which are functions of both supply and demand.
Given the size of the program, it is reasonable to anticipate general equilibrium effects on the wage rate.
However, because increased labor supply will decrease the market wage, as long as leisure is a normal
good such effects would only bias downward the estimated program effect. Thus, the actual labor supply
response to titling is presumably higher than what can be measured with changes in working hours.

5

Data and Estimation Methods

5.1 Data Set
My empirical analysis of household labor supply responses to changes in formal property rights rely
on the COFOPRI baseline survey data. The sample universe for the survey was all residences in nonincorporated urban and peri-urban settlements identified in the 1993 census of the eight cities targeted by
24

Although this model focuses on optimal labor allocation, the income effects that follow from relaxing the
household’s time constraint provide a plausible alternative explanation for a decrease in child labor with an increase
in formal rights, and one that has been proposed by other authors. In particular, a decrease in child labor would
follow from the luxury and substitution axioms of the Basu and Van (1998) model of child labor supply, in which
children can substitute for adults in the labor market and a family will send children to the labor market only if the
family’s income from non-child labor sources falls below some threshold amount.
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the titling program. The data consist of 2750 households distributed across all eight program cities. The
survey was stratified on city, with cluster units of ten households randomly sampled at the neighborhood
level within cities. The number of clusters drawn from each city was based on the city’s share of eligible
residents. The survey instrument closely mirrors the World Bank Living Standards Measurement Survey
(LSMS) in content, and therefore contains a wide variety of information on household and individual
characteristics. In addition, there are five modules designed to provide information on the range of
economic and social benefits associated with property formalization.

5.2 Identification Strategy
To study the impact of receiving a property title on household labor supply, I exploit variation in the
year in which the COFOPRI program entered a neighborhood to compare households in program
neighborhoods that have already been reached by the survey date to households in late program
neighborhoods. The first step in classifying program timing was to identify whether or not a
neighborhood had been reached by the time of the survey. The survey data do not directly identify
program neighborhoods, nor can this variable currently be constructed by matching geographic identifiers
to COFOPRI office data. Instead, all observations within a survey cluster are assigned a “program entry”
value of one if more than one household in the cluster reports owning a COFOPRI title.25 Clusters in
which no household or only one household have a COFOPRI title are assumed to be those in which the
program has not entered, although it is generally impossible to separate the neighborhoods in which the
program will never enter from those which will be treated eventually. Nonetheless, such neighborhoods
share the key feature of no expected program effect.26 A breakdown of program and non-program
neighborhoods by region is provided in Appendix C.
Not every squatter household that the program reaches is granted a COFOPRI title by the time of the
survey. Reasons that households may be excluded include: the household cannot prove residence prior to
25

There is clearly some measurement error in this method of identifying treated neighborhoods. In particular, it is
possible that nearly all residences in the cluster were not given titles although the program did in fact enter the
neighborhood. To address this, I also estimate the model excluding seven clusters in which all sampled households
had registered municipal property titles prior to the program, making it impossible to observe whether or not the
program entered. In none of my analysis does excluding these 69 households affect the estimate of program effect.
26
Including cluster units with only one reported COFOPRI recipient as non-program neighborhoods does not affect
the results. Since it is extremely unlikely that only one household is titled in a program neighborhood several months
into the program, such neighborhoods are likely to reflect either misreported title data or recent program entry. If
only one household has actually received treatment, effectively the neighborhood is at this stage untreated and
neighborhood effects should not be observed.
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1995; the household belongs to a cooperative association; the residence lies on an archeological site, flood
plane, mining site or private property; and ambiguous or disputed ownership claims. Unfortunately, none
of the above information is collected in the survey. 27 Since the households in the treated neighborhoods
may or may not actually have received a government title, this is an intent-to-treat (ITT) analysis.
The second step in classifying variation in program timing was to identify the year in which the
program entered. The effect of the program is presumed to increase over time in a fashion analogous to a
“dose response” measure from the experimental design literature for three reasons: First, titling an entire
neighborhood can be a lengthy procedure, such that the percentage of titled households within a treated
neighborhood increases (at a decreasing rate) over time. Secondly, household labor supply takes time to
adjust. Finally, it is plausible that confidence in the value of a COFOPRI title is increasing over time. For
purposes of exploring the program effect over time, year of program entry was defined as the earliest
reported COFOPRI title year within the cluster.28 Dynamic response was restricted to be linear in four
time periods: January 1999–June 2000, January 1997–December 1998, January 1995 – December 1996,
and January 1992-December 1994. This division corresponds to three major waves of program expansion:
From 1992 to 1995, 200,000 titles were granted by the Institute of Liberty and Democracy as part of a
pilot project prior to COFOPRI; the first wave of COFOPRI titles was initiated in 1995 in Lima and
Arequipa; and beginning in 1997 the program expanded into six other cities.29 Furthermore, these
intervals were consistent with the observed relationship between subjective statements on tenure security
and years since program entry, as is reported for squatters in the city of Lima in Appendix D.30
Although target areas for wide scale economic development programs are never randomly selected,
these data have the advantage that all sample members live in areas that will eventually be targeted for
program intervention, increasing confidence in the comparability of treated and untreated households.
Furthermore, the universal nature of the treatment and the participation rules of the program generally

27

According to anecdotal evidence from program administrators, disputed claims within families or between
neighbors are the most common reason that title distribution is delayed for an untitled household in a treated
neighborhood (Carlos Gandolfo, personal interview, Lima, August 9, 2000).
28
Due to the fact that not all households were given property titles right away and because of measurement error in
title year reporting, households in the same cluster who had received a COFOPRI title did not necessarily report the
same title year. When the minimum reported title year fell below the first regional title year according to program
data, the second lowest title year was assigned to the cluster.
29
This region-specific pattern of intervention makes it important to include city dummies in regression estimates of
program effect.
30
The table in Appendix D reveals a total change in average reported tenure security for residents of Lima of
roughly 0.6 points on a four-point scale. The table also illustrates that, while newer households have consistently
lower perceived tenure security than more established families, the change in perceived tenure security follows the
same approximate trajectory over time since titling program for both groups.
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rule out concern over individual selection bias that could arise even if program placement were random.
Nonetheless, there is still potential for program timing bias, in which areas selected for early program
participation are different from the rest. If program timing is not randomly assigned to neighborhoods
conditional on observables, a comparison of pre- and post-program neighborhoods will produce a biased
estimate of program effect.
The influence of non-random city timing is easily resolved by including city fixed effects in the
regression estimates.31 A more complicated source of program timing bias concerns the order in which
project teams entered neighborhoods within cities. Empirical evidence that this is not a relevant
complication is provided from a comparison of early and late neighborhood characteristics prior to the
program. Table 1 reports district level poverty indicators from the Peruvian Ministry of Economics and
Finance based on 1993 census data. The last row reports the general poverty indicator constructed from a
weighted mean of eight district-level measures, reported in the rows above: rates of chronic malnutrition,
illiteracy, fraction of school-aged children not in school, residential crowding, adequacy of roofing, and
the proportion of the population without access to water, sewerage, and electricity. 32 Not only is the
general poverty index similar across program and non-program neighborhoods in 1993, but the
differences in all eight base indicators reported in the rows above are small and insignificant, and vary in
sign across indicators. The observed similarity between program and non-program neighborhoods in a
range of poverty measures is strong evidence against all obvious sources of endogenous neighborhood
program timin g within cities.
Further evidence that program timing was independent of neighborhood economic development
comes from a visual inspection of the entry patterns of the titling program in Lima, the only program city
in which all four waves of program expansion are represented. Figure 1 plots the basic progression of land
titling through districts in Lima as reported in my sample. In general, program activity begins in the city
center (during the ILD period), then moves to the perimeter of the city and gradually spreads back into the
city center. The spatial pattern of poverty in Lima according to 1993 poverty indicators appears entirely
unrelated to program timing patterns. According to the corresponding poverty map in Figure 1, Wave 3

31

The only information on the ordering of cities comes from a vague statement in the World Bank Project Report
(#18359), which specifies that the order was designated in advance according to “ease of entry.” As far as
neighborhood program timing, there appears to have been no specific algorithm in the program guidelines. The
COFOPRI office claim only that order was subject to “geographical situation, feasibility to become regularized,
dwellers’ requests, existing legal and technical documents, and linkages with other institutions involved in the
existing obstacles” (Yi Yang, 1999).
32
Higher values of the index reflect higher poverty. For a detailed description of how the FONCODES indicator
was constructed, see Schady (2002).
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(1997-1998) and Wave 4 (1999+) program activity takes place in districts that span the entire range of
poverty levels (1-4). Wave 1 (1992-1994) activity, which took place in the center of the city, covers
districts spanning poverty levels 2-4, while Wave 2 (1995-1996) takes pla ce in districts ranging in poverty
level from 1-3. Worth noting is the fact that when the government took over the titling program during
Wave 2, program activity in Lima was initiated simultaneously for political reasons in each of the three
regions of peri-urban settlements, shown by the white squares on the map. Thus, in waves 2 and 3,
program activity is spread across districts from the Southern, Northern, and Eastern Cones of Lima.
While the available information on program timing suggests that is was largely exogenous to the
economic environment of neighborhoods, without precise knowledge of the formula for neighborhood
timing I cannot safely assume random assignment to treatment nor accurately specify a selection on
observables model. Hence, cautious quasi-experimental analysis calls for an estimation strategy that is
robust to potential selection on unobservables.
To reduce the role of endogenous program timing, my identification strategy makes use of a
comparison group of non-beneficiary households. In a framework analogous to difference-in-difference
(DID) estimation, I compare the difference in labor supply of potential program beneficiary and nonbeneficiary households in neighborhoods that the program has reached to the difference in neighborhoods
that have not been reached. The simple idea underlying this distinction is that the tenure security effect of
titling disproportionately (or solely) benefits households with weak ex ante property claims, for whom the
demand for tenure security is high. 33 To capture this, I make use of detailed survey data on past and
present property titles to construct a binary indicator of whether or not a household had a title at the start
of the titling program. Those who do not are labeled “squatters,” while the term “non-squatter” refers to
households with pre-program titles. 34
While the labor supply of squatters may systematically differ from that of non-squatters due to any
number of unobservable factors, identification of program effect will be robust as long as this behavior is
constant across program and non-program regions. To address the possibility that it is not, I take two
additional steps. First, I control for a large set of observable household and neighborhood characteristics
33

There were several ways a household might have obtained a property title in the era before the recent titling effort.
First, there was always the lengthy and costly option of following the official bureaucratic process for obtaining and
registering a municipal property title. Second, there were a handful of past isolated attempts at property reform in
which interim titling agencies were set up by municipal governments in an effort to incorporate some proportion of
informal residents (De Soto, 1986). Finally, on a number of occasions, mayoral and presidential candidates were
known to distribute property titles in an effort to win voter support prior to an election (Yi Yang, 1999).
34
Throughout this paper, “squatter” will refer to households lacking property titles prior to the program.
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in an effort to capture exogenous differences in household types between program versus non-program
areas. Nonetheless, the conditional independence assumption will still be violated if there exist patterns
across program and non-program neighborhoods in a relevant unobserved characteristic that affects the
economic environment of squatters differently than non-squatters. As a further step, I exploit two sources
of predicted variation in the impact of the treatment on different households types. As implied by the
model of Section 4, I expect the impact of receiving a title to be decreasing in both the number of working
age members and the level of informal property rights. This allows me to additionally estimate models
that test for predicted heterogeneity in response to the program according to household size and
residential tenure.. Residential tenure is used as a summary measure of a household’s level of informal
property rights. This stems from the assumption that households with longer community membership can
rely more heavily on community enforcement, documented in studies on informal property protection
such as Lanjouw and Levy (2002) and De Soto (1986). Furthermore, aside from reflecting community
ties, length of residence could enter positively into home security by lowering the household’s uncertainty
about eviction likelihood.
Because both household size and residential tenure are highly correlated with poverty but in
opposite directions, the dual restriction that program effect be increasing in household size and decreasing
in residential tenure heavily reduces concerns over program timing bias by eliminating the possible
confounding role of any unobservable trends that are correlated with household poverty. 35 In order for a
regional trend in some unobservable determinant of labor supply to be mistakenly attributed to the
program, its influence would have to be decreasing in both residential tenure and household size, and
hence no such factor could be correlated with poverty in either direction.
Table 2 provides descriptive statistics on the sample population, allowing an informal check for
random assignment of program timing. As the means in the table indicate, there is variation in some
demographic characteristics across program and non-program regions. Namely, sample households in
program areas on average have smaller dwellings (fewer rooms), are more likely to have electricity, and
have higher nativity rates (percentage of members born in province). However, while statistically
significant differences exist across program and non-program areas, no statistically significant differences
in differences are observed between squatters and non-squatters in program and non-program areas
(column III). This finding supports the use of non-squatters as a comparison group.

35

Correlations between a 3-level poverty index and household size and length of residence verify these patterns in
the COFOPRI baseline survey data.
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5.3 Regression Model
The basic estimate of program effect is obtained from the following OLS regression:
Li = ß0 + ß1 (N) + ß2 (N) 2 + ß3(squatter) + ß4 (program) + ß5 (program*squatter) + a´Xi +ei ,

(1)

where Li refers to some measure of household labor supply; N is number of household members;
squatter refers to a household with no pre-program property title; program indicates whether the
household lives in a neighborhood that has been reached by the program; and Xi is a vector of
demographic controls. The coefficient on the interaction between program and squatter, ß5, is the
estimated program effect, which provides a measure of the conditional (on Xi ) average difference in time
worked by ex-squatters in program areas versus non-program areas. The inclusion of controls for squatter
and program fixed effects corresponds to a standard DID empirical specification.
The second estimate incorporates a gradient of the program effect over time.
Li = … + ß6 (program periods) + ß7 (program periods*squatter)

(2)

Here, the variables of interest are the interactions between the dummy variables for squatter
household and program entry, ß5 , and between the squatter dummy and the number of periods since the
titling program entered, ß7 . Together, these pick up any differential patterns in labor supply of squatters
relative to non-squatters that are consistent with the neighborhood’s years of program experience. The
combination of these interactions, ß5 + ß7 (mean # program periods), is the estimated average program
effect. This can be interpreted as the marginal change in the amount of labor supplied by the average
squatter household in a program neighborhood for each additional period with a property title.36
Additional variation in program response by residential tenure and household size is captured by the
following models:

36

The validity of the linear constraint on the program effect across periods of program entry is tested by running
unconstrained versions of the regressions for all outcome measures, presented in Appendix E. In these models,
instead of the interaction term squatter*(program period), four dummy variables are included corresponding to each
period of program entry such that the slope of the program effect is not constrained to be linear over time. The
coefficient estimates reveal a strikingly consistent trend of increasing program effect over number of periods since
the titling program began, supporting the use of a linear restriction. For all outcomes, adjusted Wald tests fail to
reject the hypothesis that the differences between program periods are equal (and therefore that the slope of the
program effect is linear). Furthermore, the estimates in Appendix E reveal the necessity of allowing for a level effect
of the program that is larger than the period-to-period program effect for all outcomes except in-home work.
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Li = … + ß8 (tenure) + ß9 (tenure*squatter) + ß 10 (tenure*program) + ß11(tenure*program*squatter)

(3)

Li = … + ß12 (N*squatter)+ß13(N*program) + ß14 (N*squatter) 2 + ß15 (N*program)2 +

(4)

ß16 (N*program*squatter) + ß17(N*program*squatter)

2

The variable “tenure” in equations (3) and (4) refers to the number of years a household has lived in
a residence, which is used as a summary measure of household informal rights and corresponds to τ in
the theoretical model. In equation (3), the average program effect is captured by [ß5 + ß7 (mean # program
periods) + ß11 (mean residential tenure)], while in equation (4) the estimated average program effect is [ß5
+ ß7 (mean # program periods) + ß11 (mean residential tenure) + ß16 (mean household size) + ß17 (mean HH
size)2]. All estimates are adjusted to account for the sample clusters and strata, the standard errors derived
from the Huber-White robust estimator for the variance-covariance matrix. 37
The set of regressors contained in Xi is common to all regressions in the empirical section, and
includes controls for the number of working-aged household members, city fixed effects, lot size and
residential tenure, as well as a constant. In addition, Xi includes the following demographic controls: sex,
age, education and degree level of household head; number of household members, number of school-age
children, number of babies (ages 2-4), fraction of adults that are male, fraction of adults that are
immigrants (born outside of province), and number of members age 70 and older; size of property,
household residential tenure, whether indoor plumbing, whether the property was acquired by invasion,
and whether the property was inherited; whether dwelling lies within walking distance of nearest primary
school, secondary school, bus stop, public phone, and public market, and this indicator interacted with
walking time to each locale; and whether neighborhood has local bus stop/market/public phone/primary
and secondary school currently and whether each of these existed two years ago, and whether
neighborhood has government school, child, food or general social assistance program.38
All regressions also include a set of dummy interactions between cities and program entry, and
between cities and pre-program title status. The inclusion of these interactions absorbs potential regional
variation in program implementation and regional differences in informal property institutions that could
be driving relative differences in program impact between titled and untitled residents. It is arguable that
the inclusion of such a wide set of demographic controls amounts to over-controlling. However, as
detailed in Appendix F, all of the proceeding results are robust to the exclusion and inclusion of a wide
37

For a description of the technique used to estimate standard errors, see Chapter 2.2 of Deaton (1998), “The
Econometrics of Clustered Samples.”
38
All variables used in the analysis are defined in Appendix G.
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variety of right-hand-side variables. For all outcomes in Section 5, coefficient estimates from regressions
with no demographic controls are presented alongside the saturated models.

5.4 Endogeneity Concerns
With respect to the choice of right-hand-side variables, while an effort was made to include
principally time-invariant household characteristics, there remain many sources of potential endogeneity
in the set of regressors. Most notably, endogenous migration of household members, fertility and housing
investment are all behaviors arguably correlated with tenure security. The robustness of regression
estimates to a wide range of specifications provides general evidence against the role of endogeneity bias
(see Appendix D). With respect to investment, increased credit opportunities among post-program
squatters should only bias downward the estimated program effect, given that greater ability to smooth
income has the potential to lower the marginal utility of wage income, thereby reducing the opportunity
cost of leisure. Furthermore, credit has the potential to increase educational investment, an additional pull
factor reducing employment hours in post-program areas. Nonetheless, in order to minimize endogeneity
concerns, only lot size and underground residential infrastructure are included among the characteristics
of the residence, both of which are reasonably believed to be relatively time-invariant. 39
The potential endogeneity of credit access generates one notable complication in interpreting the
home business outcome only. Namely, it is possible that the untitled are sufficiently credit constrained to
be unable to cover the fixed cost of moving a business from inside to outside the home (this would apply
to non-self-employed as well if labor force participation involved a high enough fixed cost of
participation). However, this is inconsistent with corresponding sample data on business loans, as well as
evidence from four separate studies of credit effects of COFOPRI, in which property titles were found to
have no significant effect on residents’ access to business credit (Field and Torero, 2002; Cockburn,
2000; Kagawa, 2001; Torero, 2000).
Individual sample selection arising from household migration is unlikely to be a relevant
complication in this analysis due to the fact that is was widely known that new residents were ineligible
for a property title. Migration of individual household members, however, could complicate the analysis

39

A 2000 study of a sample of COFOPRI participants by Kagawa revealed that residential levels of sub terra
infrastructure, and in particular the public water connection system, does not systematically vary with neighborhood
regularization (Kagawa, 2000).
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if non-random migration rates differentially altered family composition of treatment and control groups.
The principal evidence that this is not the case comes from direct comparisons of treatment and control
group data on residency of household members, recent migration of past members, number of workingage members, and age and sex of household head, none of which reveal significant differences in family
composition. As fertility is potentially influenced by changes in tenure security, children under age two
are excluded from right-hand-side measures of family size.
A final source of potential endogeneity bias arises in all experimental and quasi-experimental
settings in which participants are aware of treatment. In particular, program timing would not identify the
treatment effect of obtaining a title if the control group adjusted their behavior in anticipation of
treatment. Anecdotal evidence from COFOPRI office personnel suggests that there was much uncertainty
as to the timing and choice of program locations, making it is unlikely that households would feel
confident in advance that the program would eventually enter their vicinity. 40 More importantly, this
behavior would only bias downward the estimated program effect in my model. The only possibility for
upward biases is an “Ashenfelter dip” response of future program participants, in which squatters spend
disproportionate time safeguarding property when the program is about to enter. While possible, there is
no intuitive nor anecdotal reason to expect demand for invasions to rise in anticipation of the program.

6

Empirical Results

6.1 Program Effect on Tenure Security
The theory of Section 4 posits that obtaining a property title affects household labor supply by
increasing tenure security. Naturally, if becoming a titled property owner does not change households’
perceived probability of eviction, there will be no expected program effect. Survey data on household
perceptions of eviction likelihood are therefore informative for verifying the presumed relationship
between title acquisition and tenure security before continuing with the analysis. The following indicators
are explored: whether the household reported experiencing a change in tenure security with the
acquisition of a property title, whether eviction is considered “very likely” and whether eviction is
considered “very unlikely.” Indeed, according to the simple DID estimates in Tables 3a–3c, the data
provide evidence of a basic program effect that is consistent with the variations in program entry and
groups of beneficiaries described above. Squatters in program neighborhoods report significantly higher
40

Interview with Carlos Gandolfo, COFOPRI Office, Lima, Peru, August 2000.
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current levels of home security (3a, 3b) and changes in tenure security associated with property titles (3c).
Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that the program indeed led to significant increases in tenure security.

6.2 Reduced-form Estimates of Effect on Labor Supply
Strong evidence of a corresponding program effect on household labor supply comes from a visual
comparison of pre-program squatter and pre-program titled households in program and non-program
neighborhoods. Figures 2 plots the distribution of annual labor force days per household worker by these
four sub-samples.41 The density marked by squares, which corresponds to squatters in neighborhoods not
yet reached by the program, is visibly distinct from the densities corresponding to the two groups of
residents in program areas and also from that of the titled residents in non-program areas. Two important
patterns are worth noting: First, among non-squatters, the employment hours distribution of residents
across program regions is very similar, whereas among squatters the distributions depend heavily on
whether or not the program has entered.42 Second, not only are the work patterns of the comparison group
relatively constant across program and non-program areas, but they are also similar to the work patterns
of pre-program squatters after the program has entered. These regularities lend confidence to the use of
non-squatters as a comparison group. The program effect interpretation of such a picture is that the titling
program leads squatter households to shift outward their distribution of work hours to reach that of title holders, as would occur if lack of tenure security were responsible for the employment hours differential.
To further explore this pattern, a linear regression framework is needed to control for household,
neighborhood and regional determinants of labor supply which, if unbalanced, could confound measures
of program impact. Tables 4—6 present the coefficient estimates of interest from models (1)—(4) of
Section 5.3. Column 1 reports results from the sparsest regression, which constrains the program effect to
be constant across household type and time since titling, while columns 2, 3 and 4 allow the program
effect to vary by time since program entry, length of residence and family size, cumulatively. The
outcomes of interest are total household weekly hours of work, total household annual months of work,
and fraction of household members in the labor force.43 Weekly hours of work refer to last week’s

41

While my empirical estimates will focus on weekly and not annual hours worked, the patterns reflected in Figures
2 are useful in providing the clearest illustration of my identification strategy. The kernel density of annual hours per
member is presented in Figure 3a.
42
In fact, the hours distribution of squatters in program areas stochastically dominates that of squatters in nonprogram areas. See Figures 3b and 3c.
43
In total, 99 households are dropped from the analysis due to missing labor supply information (a household is
considered to have missing weekly hours data if it has one or more members who both report having worked last
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employment, and is constructed from survey questions on the number of days and mean hours per day
worked last week asked of all household members who report having worked during the past week.
Working-age members who are not in the labor force and those who are in the labor force but report not
having worked last week are assigned employment hours values of 0. Annual months of work is
constructed from survey questions on the number of months worked of the last twelve, asked of all
household members who report having worked during the past year (which includes all those who worked
last week).44 Labor force participation is measured as the fraction of working-age household members
who report either having worked, had a temporary absence from the labor force or searched for a job
during the past week.
In column 1 of Table 4, the marginal effect implied by the estimated coefficient on the interaction
term between squatter and program is roughly 13.4 hours per week. In column 2, which allows the
program effect to increase with time since the program began, the marginal effect implied by the
estimated coefficient on the interaction term between squatter and program periods is roughly 14.5 hours
per week, while the fixed effect is -12.7 hours but insignificant. This implies a total program effect of
roughly 16.2 hours per week for the median squatter household with two periods of property rights. For
the average household without a property title, this implies a 17% increase in total household labor supply
per week – or around two days of full-time work. The long-run, or “steady state” effect of the program,
reflected in the estimated effect on households with the maximum number of program periods, is an
average increase of 45 hours of employment per week across the entire target population of squatters –
roughly the same as one full-time worker being added to the labor force.
For “new” households and households with few working-age members, the program effect is even
larger. The estimates in column 3, in which the program effect is allowed to vary by residential tenure,
provide evidence that newer residents increase labor hours more in response to an increase in tenure

week and have positive reported values of either hours worked per day or days worked per week and missing values
of the other variable), 31 households have missing data on property size and/or local elementary school facilities, 20
households are excluded in two clusters in which program entry does not match institutional data on regional
program timing, and 8 households are excluded because all memb ers are reported as over the age of 80, leaving a
total of 2592 households. Due to the survey design, information on daily and hourly work time was incomplete (but
not missing) for 69 individuals who reported not working in the last week but working over the last twelve months.
For such individuals, only the number of months out of the year worked was asked, and not days a week or hours a
day worked. For the weekly hours variable, these individuals are assigned values of 0 for days worked last week and
hours worked last week. For the annual hours estimates in Figures 2, predicted values of hours and days a week
were assigned to these observations based on a vector of household and individuals characteristics. No predicted
values, however, were used in the regression or probit estimates.
44
Unfortunately it is impossible to combine months and hours responses to create a summary measure of annual
labor supply without using predicted values of weekly hours for people who worked last year but not last week.
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security. In the regressions that account for differences according to household years of residence, the
estimated program effect rises to 22.6 hours per week for the average squatter family with 15 years of
residential tenure – a 23% increase in household labor supply. Furthermore, allowing the program effect
to vary by residential tenure accounts for the negative coefficient on the main effect of the program in
column 2. When the program effect is allowed to vary by family size, we observe even stronger evidence
that the impact of the titling program on labor supply is concentrated among households with few
potential workers. In column 4, when both sources of variation in treatment response are taken into
account, both the level effect and the “dose” effect of the program become significant. Although the
estimated effect on the average squatter household falls to 12.3 hours and becomes insignificant, the
estimates indicate that the size of response depends heavily on household type. Thus, small families and
families with few years of residence account for the majority of program effect captured in columns 1–3.
As mentioned in Section 4, the column 4 patterns of heterogeneity in program response according to
residential tenure and family size provide additional evidence that unobservable factors are not biasing the
results. While poverty and program effect should decrease with residential tenure, poverty and program
effect move in opposite directions with respect to household size. Thus, any unobserved heterogeneity
between early and late program neighborhoods that is correlated with poverty level could not be
responsible for both patterns of variation in program influence.
To explore in more detail how the program response varies by households size and residential
tenure, Table 4a presents the estimated program effect for a range of household types. At least two things
are worth noting from this chart. First of all, the program effect does not appear to “kick in” until more
than a year after the first title is distributed. This could be driven by the fact that titling within a
neighborhood takes an estimated eight months to complete, such that a disproportionate number of
households in the most recent program regions are still untitled by the time of the survey. 45 Alternatively,
this could reflect an adjustment lag necessary for households to either re-optimize labor supply or to
ascertain the increase in tenure security associated with their newly acquired land title.
Secondly, the program effect falls with family size only for households with less than five workers.
As shown above, the quadratic function estimating the program effect according to family size reaches a
minimum at five working-age members, at which point the estimated program effect remains well above
zero. This is inconsistent with the model of Section 4, in which, as long as it is significant, the program
effect falls with household size, in whic h case the minimum of the quadratic function should not be
45

Time estimate reported in a mimeo on the program procedure distributed by the COFOPRI office in Lima.
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bounded away from zero additional hours. Instead, the results above suggest a model in which either
desired leisure time per capita falls (equivalently, desired consumption per capita increases) with
household size, or else the demand for tenure security increases with household size (as opposed to the
model’s assumption that security demands are independent of number of members, controlling for lot
size, residential tenure, and formal rights). Most likely, the second association is responsible on account
of unobserved heterogeneity in household type correlated with household size.
As reported in Table 5, the effect of the titling program on total household months of work tells a
similar story to the estimates on weekly hours. The measured program effect on household annual
employment months is approximately 2.9 months, slightly less than the month effect implied by the
weekly hours estimates. Differences between the sizes of the program effects reported in Table 4 and
Table 5 largely reflect the extent to which reductions in labor supply driven by tenure insecurity are due
to shorter average work weeks versus extended periods of unemployment or non-participation. Thus, the
combined estimates suggest at least some increase in the number of labor force participants.
Indeed, Table 6 reveals that added workers account for a significant portion of the change in family
labor supply resulting from the titling program. When the same regressions are run on household labor
force participation rates, we observe an implied 6–7 percentage point increase in the number of workingage household members who are employed or searching for work (columns 1 and 2). With an average
49% labor force participation rate among squatter households with four working-age members, an effect
of this size would be accomplished if one in every four households that obtains a property title adds a
worker to the labor force (25%/4 = 6.25%). Even if every such added worker worked full time (48 hours
per week), additional labor force participants could not account for the entire implied program effect on
hours. This suggests that average hours of the employed are also higher among program participants. As
evidenced in Figures 2, a rough comparison of average hours per worker reveals a difference in the
average number of employment hours of workers in program areas and non-program areas of around 5
hours per week. In the average two-worker (four-member) family, this accounts for approximately twothirds of the program increase in hours.
Table 7 decomposes by gender the program effect on hours to study separately the impact of titling
on work hours of adult men and women. The regressions in columns 1 and 4 of Table 7 are identical to
the column 1 and 4 regressions in Table 4 except that further controls for family composition are included
(number of adult men, adult women, boys and girls aged 12–16, and children aged 5–11). Furthermore, to
reduce the dimensionality of the program effect for analytical purposes, in all Table 7 regressions the
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program effect is constrained to be constant over time.46 The estimates reported in columns 1–3 indicate
that changes in male employment account for the majority of the program effect on hours. In column 2,
we see that higher male hours account for 10.3 out of the implied total program effect of 12.9 hours.
Meanwhile, the difference in female hours (column 3) is small and insignificant. However, not
surprisingly, female hours are much more elastic than male hours. Although the mean effect of acquiring
a property title on hours worked by women is close to zero and insignificant for the average family, when
the program effect is allowed to vary with family size and residential tenure, we observe that the effect on
female hours depends heavily on household type. For instance, in families with only two working-age
members and ten years of residence, the implied program effect on female labor is 18.2 additional hours
per week and statistically significant. This is equivalent to one in three women joining the labor force full
time. In contrast, as observed in column 5, the average program effect on male hours does not depend on
either family size or length of residence.

6.3 Effect on Child Labor Force Participation
As motivated by the model of in Section 4, an increase in formal property rights is predicted to
generate a decrease in the amount of child employment if children have a comparative advantage in
market work relative to home security. The next set of estimates looks for an effect of property titling on
child labor force participation. In the sample, only 8.2% of all households report regular labor force
participation (excluding unpaid domestic work) by children between the ages of five and 16. This fraction
could easily underreport the actual level of work hours by children, as households might be reluctant to
admit to children working or not consider irregular employment of children when answering survey
questions. Yet, while this number is low, it is not cle arly underreported. According to International Labor
Office estimates, 4.1% of all Peruvian children aged 6-14 were economically active in 1993. Though the
rate should be higher for the relatively poor households in my study, it is also true that urban households
have lower rates of child labor than do rural households in Peru (Ray, 2000).
To study the effect of urban property titling on child labor, I estimate a probit model where the
dependent variable is a dummy indicator of whether or not any household members under age 16 are
reported as working more than five hours per week. I estimate a binary model rather than modeling the
46

When working hours of men and women are regressed separately on the level effect and the does response,
(program periods)*squatter, it appears that female hours change initially but do not rise over time, while male hours
change less initially but gradually increase with additional years post-program. The discrete change in female hours
suggests that female workers are likely to be new labor force entrants, whereas men are more likely to be old labor
force participants increasing hours of work over time.
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marginal effect on child labor hours due to the fact that the majority of families report no child labor
hours, necessitating a limited dependent variable model with more stringent functional form assumptions.
Table 8 reports the coefficients and marginal effects from the probit estimates with a full set of controls.47
Column 1 estimates the program fixed effect on child labor, where the coefficient on the interaction term
is analogous to the DID strategy in a linear framework. Columns 2 and 3 decompose the program effect
across households of different sizes, first allowing the program effect to change linearly with household
size, then by measuring the program effect on only the smallest 85% of households.
While the first column shows no average program effect on the probability of children working,
when the effect is allowed to vary by family size, we observe a significant effect of property titling on
households with fewer than four working-age members. As reported in Column 2, for households with
three working-age members, the implied marginal effect of property titling is large (2.4 percentage points,
where the mean is 7.8%) and significant. For larger families, the effect is close to zero and insignificant.
This is consistent with the theoretical predictions and with the estimates of Table 4: if families with more
than four working-age members are unconstrained by the need to keep family members at home, neither
should they have incentive to send children to work in place of adults.
To estimate the average program effect on constrained households and also test for potential nonlinearities in the family size effect, I also run the same model excluding the largest 13% of households in
the sample, those with more than six working-age members. Coefficients from this model are presented in
Column 3. When families with many potential workers are excluded, we observe that obtaining a property
title reduces the average likelihood of children entering the labor market by 2.2 percentage points.
According to this estimate, the implied program effect on child labor force participation among families
with 1–6 working-age members amounts to a reduced likelihood of roughly 28%.
While the estimated impact of property titling on the probability of children working is compelling,
the mechanism by which property rights reduce child labor is ambiguous. If child leisure is a normal
good, the prediction would also follow from the income effect of an increase in adult wage earnings due
to added work hours. Both explanations are consistent with past research on the determinants of child
labor force participation in Peru, in which it was found that child employment levels are responsive to
changes in the adult male wage (Ray, 2000). While property titling does not necessarily generate an

47

In an effort to avoid mistaking young domestic workers for children, I exclude single male-headed households.
Including these households lowers the point estimate of program effect slightly but the estimate remains significant.
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increase in the adult wage, an analogous result should arise from a change in the opportunity cost of adult
leisure, which in this model is the wage minus the security value of leisure.48

6.4

Effect on Rate of In-home Work
The final question addressed in this paper is whether or not members of a household participate in

market work at home. In the sample, 24.3% of households report running a business from home.49 While
a general class of models of household production treat labor supply decisions as separable from
production decisions, in my model, in-home work has the additional feature of increasing tenure security
and thereby reducing the household demand for leisure. Thus, in the absence of a property title, the model
implies that the decision to run a business from home is determined jointly with decisions about the total
number of hours worked by household members. According to the predictions of Section 4.1, the
marginal value of in-home work falls when formal property rights are secured and there is no longer a
security incentive to stay at home. As a result, newly unconstrained decision-makers will have incentive
to more efficiently allocate resources by moving production outside of the home or finding work with an
outside employer. The nature of this relationship between business investment and land titling is a
surprising departure from the rural context, in whic h land titles are hypothesized to promote investment in
home production (Besley, 1995). Given the amount of attention paid to increasing credit access via land
titling programs, it is interesting to note that investment demand in the urban case may actually fall with
increases in tenure security if increased worker mobility causes the rate of self-employment to fall.
The probit estimates presented in Table 9 support the theoretical prediction. In column 1, the
marginal effect implied by the coefficient on the interaction term between squatter and program periods is
a 7.6 percentage point reduction in the likelihood of owning a home business for the average squatter
household, though the estimate is not significant. However, when the program effect is allowed to
increase over time, the implied program effect rises and becomes significant. In column 2, the implied
marginal change in the likelihood of working inside the home falls by 11.6 percentage points for the
average squatter family with two program periods – implying a reduction in the rate of home business
activity of approximately 47%. Interestingly, as shown by the coefficient estimates in column 3, the
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I observe no significant effect of titling on the probability of child schooling. This is consistent with evidence
from past studies on child schooling and employment in Peru, which found schooling levels to be unresponsive to
child labor due to the country’s high percentage of working children who are also enrolled in school (Ray, 1999).
49
The exact survey question is: “Do you participate in some economic activity within your home or use part of your
property as a source of economic activity?”
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program effect on in-home work does not appear to depend heavily on family size or residential tenure, a
possible indication of omitted variables bias or other specification error.
As an additional test of variation in program response in which the covariates are not assumed to be
constant across household types, I run the probit estimate separately for households living on properties
acquired by invasion of first resident (32% of sample) versus non-invaded properties (purchased,
inherited, or acquired by some other transfer).50 Households on invaded properties generally suffer from
acute tenure insecurity, and are therefore presumed to have higher demand for a property title.
Coefficients from this estimate are reported in the last column of Table 9. As expected, the effect of
obtaining a property title on the decision to operate a home business is much more severe for the sample
of invaded properties and insignificant for all other residents. In fact, the estimated coefficient for
relatively insecure households is more than six times the size of the coefficient for all other residents. The
sub-sample of invaded residences also exhibits the familiar pattern of program response by residential
tenure and household size. In contrast to the differential effects on in-home work, the program effect on
labor hours does not differ substantially according to whether the household was acquired by invasion. 51
This combination of labor supply and business location responses suggests a more complicated
model of household labor supply and tenure security. The differential impact of the home business result
for families on invaded properties is consistent with a story in which very insecure households whose
security needs require a larger amount of time spent at home and/or very poor households with little
disposable income feel particularly constrained by the amount of foregone earnings home security
provision entails. Given the alternative to work inside the home, such families choose to reduce total work
hours only up to a point after which it is more beneficial for household members to shift production inside
the home rather than substitute leisure for outside work hours. This would explain why the home business
effect is only observed among very insecure households, whereas the labor hours effect is universal. 52

50

The expected trends were also observed in comparisons between other sub samples, including male versus female
household heads and households with and without children.
51
Nonetheless, the total program effect on invaded households is substantially larger than it is for non-invaded
households, since this population experiences both an increase in hours as well as a shift from production inside the
home to production outside of the home.
52
Further evidence of the home business effect is provided by a comparison of the average ages of home businesses
before and after the titling program. If the implications of Table 10 on in-home work fit the proposed model, not
only should the frequency of home businesses be lower but also the average age of home businesses should be
higher among squatters after the titling program. Given that households on invaded properties appear to account for
the vast majority of the estimated program effect on rates of in-home work, the estimates are run separately on the
sub samples of invaded and non-invaded households. Indeed, we observe that home businesses located on invaded
properties are an average of 6.3 years older in program regions than in non-program regions. For home businesses
located on non-invaded properties, the age difference is small, positive and insignificant.
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6.5

Robustness Checks
To lend support to the previous set of estimates, I use propensity score matching based on the

probability of residing in a program neighborhood to construct a comparison group of untitled residents of
non-program areas. Propensity score matching reduces bias created when the linear model underlying
regression adjustment is incorrect. For comparability with the OLS estimates, the same covariates are
used to derive the predicted probability of a neighborhood being reached by the program in a probit
estimate. As reported in Table 10, average treatment effects based on kernel matching on the predicted zscore replicate the pattern of program effects found in the OLS estimates in both magnitude and pattern of
program impact according to household size.53 The estimated labor supply response to obtaining a
property title is 12.3 additional hours of work, a 5.1 percentage point increase in the fraction of workingage household members in the labor force, and a 9.1 percentage point decrease in the likelihood of
running a business from home. When the labor hours result is broken down by household size, the
estimated average effect of a property title is 14.2 weekly hours among household with less than four
members, 7.2 hours among households with 4-5 members, and insignificant among households with more
than 5 potential workers.
As an additional robustness check, I run identical estimates on the sub sample of households that are
ineligible for receiving a title on account of having moved into their current residence post-1995. Clearly,
if property tit les are responsible for the observed change in labor supply, we should observe no program
effect among ineligible residents.54 Indeed, there is no measurable program effect on ineligible
households (in fact, the estimated program effect is negative, though insignificant), which is particularly
compelling given that newer households tend to have very low tenure security. Finally, the previous
results are robust to several alternative definitions of “squatter.” For instance, altering the definition of
squatter to include households with unregistered municipal titles actually increases slightly the predicted
effect. In addition, excluding Lima from the analysis produces the same pattern of coefficients, but with
much larger standard errors. The mean ITT effect is smaller, which is accounted for by the lower rate of
titling in newer program areas.

53
54

Nearest neighbor and stratified matching produce a similar pattern of outcomes.
While ineligible residents could serve as a control group, there are too few (9.4%) identifiable in the data.
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7

Long-Run Predictions
Given the size of short-run effects of the COFOPRI program, it is interesting to consider the scope

of impact of the nationwide titling effort. Based on the previous estimates, what is the change in labor
supply that a program neighborhood would experience once all eligible squatters have been titled and the
total increase in perceived tenure security and adjustment lags have occurred? Two challe nges arise in
predicting the average treatment effect on titled households after several periods with a title from the
current set of estimates. In particular, the results presented in Tables 4 – 6 underestimate the long-term
impact on labor supply because both the rate of titling and the impact of titling within a program
neighborhood presumably increase over time. The first complication arises from the ITT nature of the
identification strategy, which is analogous to non-compliance in experimental data. The fact that it is
impossible to observe in pre-program neighborhoods whom among the eligible would promptly receive a
title upon program entry makes it necessary to include all eligible recipients in an ITT analysis. A
disadvantage of this strategy is that it fails to isolate the program effect on the households that actually
received a title through the government program and therefore underestimates the long-term impact of
residential formalization. While 74.2% of squatters in titled neighborhoods did in fact receive a registered
government property title by the time of the survey, the inclusion of the remaining 25.8% of untitled
program participants biases downward the estimate of program effect. The second complication is that the
previous results average the short-term effect on newly titled households with the long-term effect on
households titled many years ago. If the security gains from receiving a title increase after a title is
granted, the program effect will also increase in the long-run among the 74.2% who are already titled. To
generate long-run predictions, it is necessary to isolate the treatment effect on the treated and to isolate
long-term from short-term gains.
One method of isolating the average treatment effect on the treated is to assume that the program
influence is concentrated exclusively among title recipients. This amounts to using the program as an
instrument for whether or not the household acquires a title. Because IV attributes the measured ITT
effect to only those who actually received treatment, it is equivalent to scaling the ITT estimates of
program effect by the rate of titling that occurs through the program, a standard method of obtaining a
correction factor for non-compliance in experimental data.55 These estimates are presented in columns 1
55

For consistency with the previous estimates, IV is applied within the difference-in-difference framework, such
that receiving a title is instrumented with the interaction term between squatter and program neighborhood and the
rate of titling among non-squatter households is controlled for by including a fixed effect for squatter households
among the right-hand side variables. See Newhouse and McClellan (1997) for a detailed description of IV in the
context of difference-in-difference analyses.
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and 2 of Table 11. Whereas the ITT program effect associated an increase of 13.4 hours per week with
program intervention, rescaling by the number of titled implies an average treatment effect of 17.8
employment hours per week and an 8.4 point increase in the fraction of labor force participants among
households that are actually granted a title. 56
However, only if the benefits of titling are realized immediately will these numbers accurately
approximate the long-range impact of neighborhood titling among the remaining eligible households.
This estimate will still be biased downwards if the influence of receiving a title does not kick in
immediately and therefore some title recipients are not affected by the program by the time of the survey.
For this reason, an arguable improvement over assuming the program effect is concentrated among titled
households is to assume the program effect is concentrated only among those titled households that also
report experiencing a change in tenure security. The model in Section 4 assumes that property titles
encourage people to work by increasing perceived tenure security and thereby decreasing the marginal
security value of leisure. If this is truly a necessary condition for the titling program to affect labor supply,
then a more plausible exclusion restriction is that the program only operates through changes in security
among titled households. 57 In support of this assumption, the data provide direct evidence of a strong first
stage (tables 3a—3c demonstrate large concomitant increases in perceived tenure security). Among the
74% of eligible squatters that were titled, 81% report a change in tenure security associated with the
program title (that is, 81% more than the program/non-program difference reported among non-squatters).
As a result, the IV estimates in columns 3 and 4 predict that titling efforts that are successful in making
people feel more secure will lead to an average labor supply gain of 24 weekly hours per household and
11.2 point increase in the fraction of household labor force participants. Assuming that all title recipients
eventually feel more secure, this provides an estimate of the long-run effect on eligible households.
However, this calculation probably still underestimates lo ng-term gains since it assumes that the
program effect is limited to a one-time improvement in tenure security (although it does not necessarily
happen right away). In fact, there is reason to believe that perceptions of tenure security increase
56

Extrapolating these gains to future title recipients also requires that eligible untitled households are similar in type
to the titled (permitting ignorable non-compliance). Unfortunately, the compliers and non-compliers are likely to be
inherently different with respect to labor supply outcome, inducing non-ignorable non-compliance, making IV best
interpreted as average treatment effects on compliers.
57
Clearly, there are other potential explanations for the observed positive correlation between property titles and
labor supply. For instance, the relative value of leisure versus employment could be higher for untitled households
due to fewer work opportunities or more incentive to participate in community organizations. In fact, data collected
on community organization participation reveals that household days spent participating in community organizations
increases with the acquisition of a title, further evidence that household members were ex-ante constrained to stay
inside the home. With respect to employment opportunities, there is no anecdotal evidence that home ownership
directly affects employment offers.
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gradually over time since title is granted. In other words, the group of title recipients who report having
already experienced a change in tenure security are likely to be a mix of households that have experienced
small improvements in a short time with households that have experienced large improvements over
many years. One straight-forward method of isolating the long-term program effect is to limit the sample
to households in early program areas. In columns 5 and 6, the same IV estimates are run excluding the
subpopulation of recent program neighborhoods, or those in which the program entered within the last 16
months.58 Consistent with the notion of a lagged impact of titling, these estimates are considerably larger
– rising from 24 to 38 hours per week, while labor force participation rises to 12 percentage points.59
Here, the same exclusion restriction applies as in columns 3 and 4 – the program only influences
titled households that report changes in tenure security associated with the title. The benefit of the
estimates in columns 5 and 6 is that it is more plausible that after at least 16 months with a title,
households have had sufficient time to become convinced of its security value and to adjust their
behavior. Excluding the newest program areas generates a more convincing estimate of the average
treatment effect on compliers also because there is likely to be an anticipatory positive effect of the
program on those who are waiting in line for a title in new program areas, whereas the households which
have still not received a title in late neighborhoods can be assumed to be ineligible for a title due to
unobservable factors. If the program has some degree of positive impact on non-titled squatter households
in program neighborhoods, the scaled ITT estimate will be biased downwards and underestimate the
effect of titling. 60 If all non-titled households were ineligible, this would not be an issue, however, as
evidenced by the growing rate of titling in program neighborhoods over time, this is not the case. In fact,
in a survey question in which untitled households were asked whether or not they expected to receive a
title, half of squatters in program neighborhoods said that they expected a title in the next twelve months.
Finally, using the early neighborhoods to predict long-run responses reduces the potential role of nonignorable non-compliance. While households late to receive a title may have systematically different
labor supply responses than those titled early, under the restriction that early program neighborhoods have
had time to reach all of the eligible, the early program estimates incorporate this potential heterogeneity
into the estimated average treatment effect on compliers.
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Sample size restrictions prevent me from isolating only very early program neighborhoods. For instance, all pre 1996 neighborhoods are concentrated in Lima, reducing the external validity of corresponding predictions.
59
Coincidentally, the OLS estimates excluding late treatment neighborhoods are identical to the IV estimate of the
average treatment effect on all titled households, or 23.8 hours.
60
Alternatively, if the program had a negative labor supply effect on non-treated households in treatment
neighborhoods, the IV estimate would overestimate average treatment effects on compliers. There is, however, no
reason to believe that untitled households in treatment neighborhoods feel less secure as a result of the program.
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For these reasons, the early neighborhood program response of columns 5 and 6 arguably constitutes
a reasonable lower-bound estimate of the long-term impact of titling efforts on future neighborhoods. The
estimates predict that, once all eligible squatter households have been titled for at least 16 months, the
average increase in labor supply attributable to the program will be in the order of 38 hours per week.
This is consistent with a scenario in which untitled households commonly keep one working-age member
at home full-time to protect property. This estimate is also in the same range as the predictions of the ITT
effect on Period 1 households: According to column 2 of Table 4, neighborhoods treated in the first
program wave experience an increase of around 45 hours per week as a result of the program, or
approximately 40% more work hours per household.

7.1 Cost-Benefit Analysis
In my sample, 37% of eligible government title recipients in non-program areas are “squatters” by
the strict definition used in my paper. By the end of the program 1.2 million titles were granted by the
COFOPRI program, suggesting that the above long-run predictions apply to approximately 447,000
households in Peruvian cities, or around ten percent of the country’s population. This is equivalent to
relaxing the time constraint tenure insecurity placed on nearly half a million workers. In contrast, the cost
to the government of nation-wide titling amounts to an estimated $66 per title, around 20% of which is
recovered from user fees and property taxes.61 The additional cost to the government of maintaining a
national property registry in terms of labor hours is marginal – employment figures from public registry
offices have actually fallen since the consolidation of the local registries – so it is reasonable to assume
that the majority of the program cost comes from the initial mapping and titling process.62 Thus, it is safe
to say that the long-term benefit flows per household in wages far exceed the net cost of government
titling per household, which is roughly half the monthly minimum wage.63
From a social accounting perspective, the difference in labor hours expended by households relative
to governments to solidify property claims amounts to societal dead weight loss, and attests to the
efficiency of public institutions in providing tenure security servic es. In a complete cost-benefit analysis,
this welfare gain should be considered in addition to capital gains resulting from the change in the value
61

Project costs reported in the cost-benefit analysis section of the Project Appraisal Document (World Bank, 1998).
There is no indication that enforcement costs have risen, as evidenced by the number of court cases and police
expenditures.
63
Given the possibility of general equilibrium effects on the wage, a lower bound estimate of the long term wage
gains per household will equal the minimum wage multiplied by the additional time spent protecting property in the
absence of a title discounted over time by the time it takes to increase de facto rights (which is well over a month)
62
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of property, the only benefit flow typically considered in project value assessments. This is reassuring
from the perspective of project appraisal given that capital gains projections based on real estate price
differentials will overstate increases in household welfare in the presence of non-transferable de facto
tenure rights (Lanjouw and Levy, 2001). Furthermore, the welfare enhancements from capital gains will
not be realized by the household until the residence is sold or mortgaged. My estimates, on the other
hand, demonstrate that the benefit flow to squatter households from a nation-wide titling program in terms
of the value of hours gained alone well surpasses the costs to the government of project implementation
almost immediately.

8

Conclusions
This paper has presented new evidence on the value of formal property rights in urban squatter

communities in developing countries. By studying the relationship between the exogenous acquisition of
a property title and household labor supply, I have provided empirical support for the anecdotal evidence
that untitled squatters commonly attain informal rights by taking time off work to participate in such
activities as guarding their property, participating in community groups and filing administrative claims
for formalization. My results indicate that the cost of maintaining informal rights via removal from the
labor force and distortions in optimal household labor supply decisions is substantial. There are three
major findings. First, unlike employment responses to most welfare programs, which tend to involve an
income effect that potentially removes people from the labor force, government property titling programs
appear to have the opposite impact on employment levels. Second, urban property titling is associated
with a significant decline in the fraction of households that use their residence as a source of economic
activity. This finding, which links property rights to lower rates of business investment, also departs from
the property rights literature in other settings. Furthermore, property titles appear to reduce the household
demand for child labor in the majority of households by almost one-third.
While early program effects are noteworthy, the long-run implications of the titling program are
particularly striking. In the survey data, many of the treated households are still awaiting legal documents.
The ITT estimates of program impact on households titled very early on suggest that over time, as all
households are actually reached by the titling program and receive legal ownership rights, newly titled
households will increase weekly labor force hours by an average of 45 hours per week – or an increase in
average weekly household hours equivalent to one full-time worker. This prediction is supported by IV
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estimates of the effect of the program on those households who have actually been titled for at least 16
months, which predict a 40% gain in labor force hours.
Addressing this gap in the literature is important at this juncture for several reasons. In recent years,
a handful of policy initiatives have arisen to address tenure insecurity among untitled urban residents of
developing countries.64 While cost-benefit analyses universally suggest that governments are more
efficient suppliers of property rights, these claims tend to ignore actual quantifications of the immediate
cost to households of individual property protection, which appears to be substantial (Barber, 1970;
World Bank, 1998). As the results of this study indicate, accurately measuring the return to property
formalization requires adequate attention to the cost of informality. In addition, understanding
employment responses to property formalization may be critical to understanding and anticipating other
market responses to area-wide titling programs. For instance, higher employment could be an important
channel for increasing access to credit, while the income effect of increases in earnings could
simultaneously lower demand for credit. Similarly, greater labor mobility from increased tenure security
could encourage the development of real estate markets (as opposed to the other way around). Finally,
given the evidence on the role of institutional causes underlying bad macroeconomic performance, these
results have potential implications for general understanding of labor market frictions in developing
countries. In particular, in settings characterized by a large amount of residential informality, distortions
resulting from informal urban property protection may constitute an important obstacle to labor market
adjustment and economic growth.

64

In particular, the World Bank has sponsored a number of projects aimed at promoting formal property institutions
in urban slums worldwide. For an overview, see “Land, Security, Property Rights and the Urban Poor: Twenty Five
Years of World Bank Experience.” World Bank Briefing Note 8, 2001
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Table 1: FONCODES Poverty indicators, 1993
No program

Program

t∆

water
roofing
electricity
sewerage
% in school
illiteracy
residential crowding
malnutrition

28.216
34.259
18.640
39.899
6.860
6.430
14.542
25.868

28.338
34.001
18.857
39.241
6.880
6.361
14.381
25.576

-0.10
0.15
-0.17
0.21
-0.10
0.31
0.18
0.31

overall poverty

11.301

11.201

0.23

Note: Means weighted by city fraction of entered neighborhoods.
Source: Peruvian Ministry of Economics and Finance, FONCODES office, 1993.
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Table 2. Sample Means*
Pre-program Squatter HHs
(N=668)
Ia
Ib
Ic

Pre-program titled HHs
(N=2082)
IIa
IIb
IIc

III

Program

No Program

|t ∆|

Program

No Program

|t∆|

|t ∆2|

Female head of HH

0.232

0.259

0.74

0.223

0.247

1.13

0.09

Mean age of HH member

27.65

27.88

0.21

29.4

29.24

0.21

0.32

Age of HH head

46.79

47.63

0.62

50.49

50.78

0.29

0.37

HH size (# members)

5.059

5.178

0.71

5.368

5.603

1.87

0.56

# of rooms in dwelling

3.19

3.527

2.49

3.74

3.982

2.32

0.61

Lot size (m2)

170.62

209.98

1.49

197.74

208.53

0.59

0.9

Highest grade head

4.633

4.716

0.66

4.77

4.646

1.45

1.39

Residence acquired by invasion

0.27

0.202

1.24

0.22

0.213

0.2

1.08

Age of dwelling

17.5

17.71

0.16

21

19.12

1.8

1.48

HH adult literacy rate

0.854

0.861

0.53

0.877

0.867

1.2

1.08

Plumbing

0.734

0.653

1.5

0.839

0.829

0.28

1.35

Light

0.948

0.893

1.9

0.978

0.944

2.81

0.83

Municipal service (water)

0.792

0.814

0.41

0.892

0.898

0.18

0.33

HH monthly expend. (S/)

558.7

544.8

0.52

587.6

567.4

0.86

0.19

Whether HH saves

0.08

0.068

0.54

0.075

0.095

1.3

1.24

Number of members that have
moved/left HH
Number of members that were
born in province

1.453

1.325

0.65

1.709

1.609

0.71

0.12

7.053

7.395

2.02

6.571

6.661

0.05

1.67

* Columns Ic and IIc report the t-statistics of the difference between columns Ia and Ib and IIa and IIb. Column III reports the
t-statistic of the difference in difference (column Ic - column IIc).
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Tables 3a-3c: Evidence of Program Effect on Perceived Tenure Security

Table 3a: Large change in tenure security with last title
No Program
(not yet entered)

Program
(entered)

Difference

Not squatter
(N=1921)

0.586
(0.012)

0.657
(0.019)

0.071
(0.023)

Squatter
(N=559)

0
(0.000)

0.674
(0.029)

0.674
(0.037)

Difference-indifferences
(no covariates)

0.603**
(0.045)

Table 3b: Do you consider dwelling currently at risk of eviction/invasion?
No Program
(not yet entered)

Program
(entered)

Difference

Not squatter
(N=1921)

0.181
(0.011)

0.093
(0.013)

-0.088
(0.017)

Squatter
(N=559)

0.433
(0.023)

0.157
(0.019)

-0.276
(0.030)

Difference-indifferences
(no covariates)

-0.188**
(0.035)

Do you consider dwelling currently very secure from eviction/invasion?
No Program
(not yet entered)

Program
(entered)

Difference

Not squatter
(N=1921)

0.333
(0.012)

0.377
(0.020)

0.044
(0.024)

Squatter
(N=559)

0.148
(0.026)

0.379
(0.030)

0.232
(0.040)

Difference-indifferences
(no covariates)

0.188**
(0.046)

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. Only eligible HHs (according to residential tenure) included.
* Significant at the 0.05% level. ** Significant at the 0.01% level.
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Table 4: Total Household Weekly Hours in Labor Force
(1)
(N=2379)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(all regressions include demographic characteristics, city*program
years, and city*initial rights)

(5)
no demog.
controls

Number working-age
members

12.027
(3.373)**

12.100
(3.366)**

12.160
(3.362)**

9.247
(6.451)

18.831
(4.934)**

Squatter*program

13.447
(6.488)*

-12.767
(12.118)

9.630
(16.685)

58.332
(26.035)*

55.102
(27.194)*

14.483
(5.823)*

15.255
(5.719)**

16.426
(5.369)**

17.263
(6.018)**

-1.170
(0.571)*

-1.119
(0.559)*

-1.074
(0.617)

-29.086
(11.657)*

-27.852
(11.895)*

3.388
(1.309)*

3.131
(1.356)*

12.267
(7.98)

12.198
(8.65)

17.64
(6.47)**

18.13
(7.04)*

23.23
(7.97)**

23.51
(8.52)**

Squatter*program periods

Squatter*program* tenure

Squatter*program*
working-age members
(Squatter*program*
working-age members)2

Implied program effect:
N=4, T=15

13.447
(6.49)*

16.199
(6.55)**

22.584
(7.03)**

Implied program effect:
N=3, T=15
28.43
(8.48)**

Implied program effect:
N=3, T=10

Notes: OLS regression, dependent variable is HH total weekly hours of employment. Standard errors are in parentheses. All
regressions control for city, size of property and residential tenure of HH. In addition, columns a and b include all relevant
intermediate interactions of HH tenure and size. Robust standard errors account for sample clustering and stratification. Ineligible
HHs (residential tenure pre-1995) and HHs with missing hours or days values for working members are excluded.
Implied program effects evaluated at median number of program periods (2).
Demographic controls include: sex, age, literacy and degree level of HH head; # HH members, # of school-age children, # of babies,
fraction male (of working-age members), fraction immigrants, and # members 70 and older; whether indoor plumbing, whether
property acquired by invasion, and whether inherited lot; whether dwelling lies within walking distance and this indicator interacted
with walking time to nearest primary school, secondary school, bus stop, public phone, and public market; and whether
neighborhood has local bus stop/market/public phone/primary and secondary school currently and for the last two years, and whether
neighborhood has school, child, food or general social assistance program.
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Table 4a: Variation in Program Response according to Household Type
(Outcome: household weekly employment hours)
Residential tenure=10 years
HH size

1 program
period
18.95

2 program
periods
35.38

3 program
periods
51.80

4 program
periods
68.23

3 workers

(9.81)
6.80

(8.71)
23.23

(10.64)
39.66

(14.43)
56.08

4 workers

(9.41)
1.43

(7.97)
17.86

(9.80)
34.29

(13.64)
50.71

(10.59)

(9.32)

(10.92)

(14.47)

2.84
(11.61)

19.27
(10.69)

35.69
(12.31)

52.12
(15.69)

(# working-age)
2 workers

5 workers

Residential tenure=15 years
HH size
(# working-age)
2 workers

1 program
period
13.36

2 program
periods
29.78

3 program
periods
46.21

4 program
periods
62.63

3 workers

(8.69)
1.21

(7.45)
17.64

(9.65)
34.06

(13.73)
50.49

4 workers

(8.17)
-4.16

(6.47)
12.27

(8.63)
28.69

(12.84)
45.12

(9.41)

(7.98)

(9.81)

(13.66)

-2.75
(10.45)

13.67
(9.43)

30.10
(11.24)

46.52
(14.88)

5 workers
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Table 5: Total Household Annual Months in Labor Force

(1)
(N=2379)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(all regressions include demographic characteristics,
city*program years, and city*initial rights)

(5)
no demog.
controls

2.648
(0.594)**

2.659
(0.595)**

2.660
(0.596)**

1.444
(1.224)

2.717
(0.944)**

2.456
(1.293)

-1.572
(2.591)

0.182
(3.409)

5.447
(5.278)

5.000
(5.438)

2.225
(1.175)

2.293
(1.159)*

2.455
(1.102)*

2.352
(1.148)*

-0.093
(0.120)

-0.095
(0.120)

-0.079
(0.129)

Squatter*program* workingage members

-3.694
(2.263)

-3.459
(2.299)

(Squatter*program* workingage members) 2

0.480
(0.255)

0.436
(0.259)

1.842
(1.51)

1.646
(1.64)

2.175
(1.20)

2.056
(1.32)

2.648
(1.50)

2.453
(1.53)

Number working-age
members
Squatter*program

Squatter*program periods
Squatter*program* tenure

Implied program effect:
N=4, T=15

2.456
(1.29)

2.879
(1.27)*

3.377
(1.31)**

Implied program effect:
N=3, T=15
3.841
(1.59)**

Implied program effect:
N=3, T=10

Notes: OLS regression, dependent variable is HH total annual months of employment. Standard errors are in parentheses. All
regressions control for city, size of property and residential tenure of HH. In addition, columns a and b include all relevant
intermediate interactions of HH tenure and size. Robust standard errors account for sample clustering and stratification.
Ineligible HHs (residential tenure pre-1995) and HHs with missing hours or days values for working members are excluded.
Implied program effects evaluated at median number of program periods (2).
Demographic controls include: sex, age, literacy and degree level of HH head; # HH members, # of school-age children, # of
babies, fraction male (of working-age members), fraction immigrants, and # members 70 and older; whether indoor
plumbing, whether property acquired by invasion, and whether inherited lot; whether dwelling lies within walking distance
and this indicator interacted with walking time to nearest primary school, secondary school, bus stop, public phone, and
public market; and whether neighborhood has local bus stop/market/public phone/primary and secondary school currently
and for the last two years, and whether neighborhood has school, child, food or general social assistance program.
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Table 6: Fraction of Household Members in Labor Force
(1)
(N=2379)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(all regressions include demographic characteristics,
city*program years, and city*initial rights)

(5)
no demog.
controls

Number working-age
members

-0.042
(0.011)**

-0.042
(0.011)**

-0.042
(0.011)**

-0.095
(0.018)**

-0.08
(0.017)*

Squatter*program

0.063
(0.028)*

-0.033
(0.050)

-0.019
(0.065)

0.207
(0.156)

0.198
(0.173)

0.053
(0.021)*

0.056
(0.021)**

0.058
(0.020)**

0.058
(0.022)**

-0.001
(0.003)

-0.000
(0.003)

-0.000
(0.003)

Squatter*program*
working-age members

-0.112
(0.060)

-0.107
(0.065)

(Squatter*program*
working-age members) 2

0.011
(0.005)*

0.010
(0.006)

0.046
(0.029)

0.045
(0.031)

0.081
(0.034)*

0.082
(0.038)*

0.083
(0.038)*

0.082
(0.041)*

Squatter*program periods

Squatter*program* tenure

Implied program effect:
N=4, T=15

0.063
(0.028)*

0.073
(0.027)*

0.080
(0.027)**

Implied program effect:
N=3, T=15
Implied program effect:
N=3, T=10

0.080
(0.035)**

Notes: OLS regression, dependent variable is percentage of working-age HH members who are either employed or searching
for a job. Standard errors are in parentheses. All regressions control for city, size of property and residential tenure of HH. In
addition, columns a and b include all relevant intermediate interactions of HH tenure and size. Robust standard errors account
for sample clustering and stratification. Ineligible HHs (residential tenure pre-1995) and HHs with missing hours or days
values for working members are excluded.
Implied program effects evaluated at median number of program periods (2).
Demographic controls include: sex, age, literacy and degree level of HH head; # HH members, # of school-age children, # of
babies, fraction male (of working-age members), fraction immigrants, and # members 70 and older; whether indoor plumbing,
whether property acquired by invasion, and whether inherited lot; whether dwelling lies within walking distance and this
indicator interacted with walking time to nearest primary school, secondary school, bus stop, public phone, and public market;
and whether neighborhood has local bus stop/market/public phone/primary and secondary school currently and for the last two
years, and whether neighborhood has school, child, food or general social assistance program.
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Table 7: Gender Distribution of Household Weekly Hours
(1)
Total Hours

(2)
Men

(3)
Women

(4)
Total Hours

(5)
Men

(6)
Women

6.102
(3.441)

0.534
(2.196)

2.757
(1.932)

6.400
(6.130)

0.778
(4.010)

3.684
(3.029)

Number adult men

17.775
(5.795)**

26.641
(4.010)**

16.454
(5.781)**

26.587
(4.046)**

Number adult women

12.686
(4.737)**

Squatter*program

12.918
(6.168)*

(N=2379)

Number working-age
members

21.253
(2.735)**

11.122
(4.690)*

2.686
(4.118)

80.935
(24.736)**

10.017
(17.506)

66.389
(15.408)**

-0.977
(0.543)

0.069
(0.381)

-0.928
(0.348)**

Squatter*program*
working-age members

-27.528
(11.499)*

-0.912
(8.460)

-25.442
(7.311)**

(Squatter*program*
working-age members) 2

3.243
(1.269)*

0.160
(0.955)

2.959
(0.800)**

8.059
(7.88)

9.976
(5.38)

-1.954
(5.35)

10.347
(4.259)*

Squatter*program* tenure

Mean Program Effect
SE

12.918
(6.17)*

10.347
(4.26)**

2.686
(4.12)

48

19.862
(2.693)**

Table 8: Whether any Household Member Age 5-16 Works
(1)

Number boys
age 12-16
Number girls
age 12-16
Number children
age 5-11
Squatter*program

(2)

All households with children 5-16

(3)
Households with
<6 members

N=1557

N=1250

0.301

0.315

0.582

(0.157)

(0.157)*

(0.215)**

0.145

0.151

0.144

(0.160)

(0.160)

(0.203)

-0.026

-0.024

0.006

(0.124)

(0.124)

(0.155)

-0.196
(0.276)

-1.541
(0.619)*

-0.602
(0.300)*

0.280
(0.120)*

Squatter*program*
working-age members
Mean program effect on HH w/
3 potential workers
SE
Marginal effect

-0.196
(0.27)

-0.700
(0.34)*

-0.602
(0.30)*

-0.015

-0.024

-0.022

Notes: Binomial probit estimation, dependent variable is a dummy indicator of whether HH members ages 5-16
report working more than 5 hours/week. Standard errors are in parentheses. All regressions control for city, size of
property and residential tenure of HH. In addition, columns a and b include all relevant intermediate interactions of
HH tenure and size. Robust standard errors account for sample clustering and stratification. Ineligible HHs
(residential tenure pre-1995) and HHs with missing hours or days worked values for working members are
excluded.
Demographic controls include: sex, age, literacy and degree level of HH head; # HH members, # of school-age
children, # of babies, fraction male (of working-age members), fraction immigrants, and # members 70 and older;
whether indoor plumbing, whether property acquired by invasion, and whether inherited lot; whether dwelling lies
within walking distance and this indicator interacted with walking time to nearest primary school, secondary school,
bus stop, public phone, and public market; and whether neighborhood has local bus stop/market/public
phone/primary and secondary school currently and for the last two years, and whether neighborhood has school,
child, food or general social assistance program.
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Table 9: Whether Residence Source of Economic Activity
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(demographic characteristics, city*program years, and city*initial rights)

(N=2297)
Squatter*program

(5)

(6)

(7)

no demog.
controls

Uninvaded

Invaded

-0.157
(0.090)

-0.068
(0.105)

-0.447
(0.178)*

-0.271
(0.178)

Squatter*program periods

-0.182
(0.091)*

Squatter*program* tenure

-0.211
(0.137)

-0.161
(0.164)

0.005
(0.012)

0.012
(0.016)

Squatter*program* workingage members

-0.126
(0.186)

(Squatter*program* workingage members) 2

0.012
(0.020)

Implied program effect:
N=4, T=15

-0.271
(0.178)

-0.364
(0.182)*

-0.351
(0.183)*

-0.456
(0.212)*

-0.313
(0.181)

Implied marginal change

-0.076

-0.116

-0.114

-0.123

-0.110

Notes: Binomial probit estimate, dependent variable is whether or not HH runs a business in residence. Standard errors in parentheses. All regressions control for
city, size of property and residential tenure of HH. In addition, columns a and b include all relevant intermediate interactions of HH tenure and size. Robust
standard errors account for sample clustering and stratification. Ineligible HHs (residential tenure pre-1995) and HHs with missing values for working members are
Implied program effects evaluated at median number of program periods (2).
Demographic controls include: sex and age of HH head; # HH members, # of school-age children, # of babies, percentage male (of working-age members) and
percentage immigrants; whether indoor plumbing, whether property acquired by invasion and whether inherited lot; and whether neighborhood has municipal
services, electrical infrastructure, whether local bus stop/market/commissary/primary and secondary school two years ago, whether neighborhood has school
assistance program, cluster average walking distance to local primary school, and cluster average walking distance to bus stop.
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Table 10: Propensity Score Estimates: Kernel Matching Estimator
Mean of matched
treated

Mean of matched
controls

Average
treatment effect

105.196

93.070

12.126**
(4.350)

2-3 working-age members

71.31

57.07

4-5 working-age members

105.06

97.89

6-7 working-age members

158.49

154.4

14.24*
(6.77)
7.17*
(3.35)
4.089
(20.02)

0.549

0.498

0.051**
(0.020)

0.182

0.273

-0.091*
(0.044)

(N=536)

HH Weekly Hours in Labor Force

Fraction of HH in Labor Force

Whether Home Business

Notes: Propensity score estimated as probit model, where dependent variable is whether or not program enters
neighborhood.
Gaussian kernel, bandwidth 0.06, bootstrapped standard errors.
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Table 11: Instrumental Variables Estimates
Late program neighborhoods
excluded
HH Weekly
Hours

Fraction of HH
in Labor Force

HH Weekly
Hours

Fraction of HH
in Labor Force

HH Weekly
Hours

Fraction of HH
in Labor Force

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Number working-age
members

12.111**
(3.365)

-0.041**
(0.011)

11.829**
(3.460)

-0.043**
(0.011)

10.805*
(4.190)

-0.034**
(0.013)

Registered property title
(Instrument=program )

17.948*
(8.617)

-0.084*
(0.037)

23.948*
(11.877)

-0.112*
(0.051)

37.83*
(15.044)

-0.120*
(0.062)

23.948*
(11.877)

-0.112*
(0.051)

37.83*
(15.044)

-0.120*
(0.062)

(N=2346)

Whether change in tenure
security
(Instrument=program)

Weighted complier
average treatment effect

17.948*
(8.617)

-0.084*
(0.037)

Notes: Property title and change in tenure security with title instrumented with interaction between program area and squatter.
Change in tenure security indicator comes from survey question: "Did the last property document you obtained affect the security of your
residence?", asked only of households with property documents.
Set of regressors in all columns corresponds to OLS regressions from Tables 4 and 5.
Robust standard errors account for sample clustering and stratification. Only eligible HHs (residential tenure pre-1995) included.
* Significant at the 0.05% level. ** Significant at the 0.01% level.
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Figure 1: Timing of program intervention and poverty across districts in Lima
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Figure 2.
No prog, title
Prog, title

No prog, squat
Prog, squat

.0004

.0003

.0002

.0001

0
0

6748.78
Kernel density estimates of annual labor force hours per HH worker
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Figures 3(a) – 3(c): Household Annual Hours per Member
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Appendix A: Maps of Program Areas and Untitled Population

Map No.1
NUMBER OF UNTITLED PROPERTIES
(NATIONAL LEVEL)

Map No.2
PROGRAM UNIVERSE OF INFORMAL PROPERTY AND
LEVEL OF FORMALIZATION VIA COFOPRI

I QU ITOS
#

PI U RA

#

CHI C LAYO

#

TR UJI L LO

#
#
#

CHI MBOTE

H UAR AZ

#

LIM A

NUMBER OF TITLES

Ti tles

AREQUI PA
#

5000 - 20000
20000 - 40000
40000 - 65000
65000 - 100000
100000 - 130000
130000 - 500000

Universe of Informal Property
COFOPRI Titles

Source: ENAHO TRIMESTER II, 1998
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Appendix B: Section 4 Comparative Statics
B.1 Total Household Labor Supply

From
UH f =

∂Hf
∂θ

=

qH f
N

the

Section

4.1

first-order

conditions,

U Ho =

w
*U x − U l − U S * s H o = 0
N

* U C − U L = 0 , totally differentiate each expression and solve for

∂H f
∂θ

and

:

−(sH sθUSS)(wqHUXX +ULL)
2wqHUXXULL − (q U U + w UXXULL + qHHUXULL + qHHUXUXXw2 + s2HUssq2HUXX +s2HUssULL + s2HUssqHHUX +sHHUsq2HUXX + sHHUsUXX +sHHUsUXqHH)
2
H XX LL

2

<0

Given my assumptions on U and s, all individual terms in the numerator are negative, so the value of
the numerator is positive. In the denominator, all terms are positive, making the value of the denominator
negative excluding the first term which precedes the negative sign. However, since 2 wq H ≤ (w 2 + q 2 ) , so
is 2 wq H U XX U LL ≤ (q H2 U XX U LL + w 2 U XX U LL + q HH U X U LL ) . Hence, the second and third terms of the
denominator cancel out the first term and the denominator is unambiguously negative. Thus,
Since the denominators in the expressions for

∂Ho
∂θ

=

∂H f
∂θ

<0.

∂H o
∂H f
and
are identical, the same applies to Ho :
∂θ
∂θ
− (sHsθUSS)(qHHUL +ULL + q2HUXX)

2wqHUXXULL − (qHUXXULL + w UXXULL + qHHUXULL + qHHUXUXXw +sHUssqHUXX + sHUssULL + sHUssqHHUX + sHHUsqHUXX + sHHUsUXX + sHHUsUXqHH)
2

2

2

2

2

2

In this expressio n, however, the numerator is also negative, so that

2

2

∂H o
>0.
∂θ

B.2 Second-order results
For tractability I ignore home production and derive the second-order results of the model for
households maximizing over labor and leisure only (those with no home business).65 The household’s
optimization problem is written as:

65

Deriving the result with home businesses is straight forward but comparative statics are cumbersome. Contact the
author for a detailed proof.
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>0

max U(x,l , s( L,θ , τ )) s.t. w ∗ ( H − L) = X
x ,l

⇒ max U(
x ,l

w
L
( H − L), , s( L,θ , τ ))
N
N

Because of the assumptions U X | X =0 = ∞ and U L|L = 0 = ∞ , the optimal solution will be interior. The
first-order condition for an interior optimum is:
∂U
w
1
= − ∗U x + Ul + sL ∗U s = 0
∂L
N
N

Taking the total derivative I obtain the following expression for

∂L
:
∂θ

w
1
∗ U Xs ∗ sθ − ∗ U Ls ∗ sθ − U ss ∗ sθ ∗ sL − U s ∗ sLθ
∂L
N
N
=
∂θ ( w ) 2 ∗ U − 2 ∗ w ∗ U − 2 ∗ w ∗ U ∗ s + 2 ∗ U ∗ s + U ∗ (s )2 + 1 ∗ U + U ∗ s
XX
XL
Xs
L
Ls
L
ss
L
LL
s
LL
N
N
N
N2
N2

Because of the assumptions on U Xs ,U XL , and U Ls , the numerator is positive and the denominator is
negative. Therefore,

∂L
< 0.
∂θ

Continuing with the assumption of additive separability, I derive the second-order results of the
model by taking the second derivatives with respect to the implicit functions. Consider the case of τ . The
expression for

∂ L
=
∂θ∂τ
2

−(

∂2 L
∂L
∂L
is found by applying the chain rule to the above expressions for
and
:
∂θ∂τ
∂θ
∂τ

∂ 2 f ∂L ∂ 2 f ∂f
∂ 2 f ∂L ∂ 2 f ∂f
+
)
+( 2
+
)
∂θ∂L ∂τ ∂θ∂τ ∂L
∂L ∂τ ∂θ∂ τ ∂θ
∂f
( )2
∂L

Assuming that all third derivatives of U and s are weakly positive (as in the case of CARA or CRRA
or quadratic utility functions), the numerator of the above expression is positive and the denominator is
negative, so that

∂2L
<0. An analogous proof follows for N.
∂θ∂τ
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B.3 Labor Supply of Children
Here I expand the model to incorporate differences in the household supply of adult and child labor,
and show that under the simplifying assumption that only adult leisure contributes to home security, in
households in which children are labor force participants, child labor hours will fall with an increase in
tenure security while adult labor hours rise. To see this, consider a household with one child and one
adult, where lA and lC are adult and child leisure, respectively, and h A and h C are adult and child time
endowments. As before, household utility is a function of individuals’ leisure, per capita consumption,
and home security. The same functional form assumptions as before apply to s(.) and U(.). The only
difference in this case is that only adult leisure enters the security function, and U l AlC = 0 . The
household’s maximization problem is then:

max U(x ,l A ,l C , s (l A ,θ , τ )) s.t. wA ∗ ( h A − l A ) + wC ∗ ( hC − l C ) = X

l A , lC , x

The first order conditions for a utility maximum are:

w
∂U
1
= − A ∗U x + U l A + sL ∗U s = 0
∂l A
2
2
w
∂U
1
= − C ∗ U x + U lC = 0
∂l C
2
2
If U is additively separable in its arguments, by taking the total derivatives of the first order
conditions, we can obtain the following expressions for
∂l C
∂θ

∂l A
∂θ

=

=

∂l C
∂l
and A :
∂θ
∂θ

− ( sL sθ U SS + U S s Lθ )w A wC U XX
− [wC U XX U l Al A + wC U XX U ss s L + wC 2 U XX U s s LL + w A 2U XX U lC l C 2U l Al A + U l C lC U ss s L 2 + U l Cl C U s s LL ]
2

2

2

(s L sθ U SS + U S sLθ )(wC 2U XX + U l Cl C )
− [ wC 2 U XX U l Al A + wC 2U XX U ss s L 2 + wC 2U XX U s s LL + w A 2U XX U lC lC 2U l Al A + U l Cl C U ss sL 2 + U l Cl C U s s LL ]

Child leisure will rise with an increase in formal property rights, and adult leisure will fall.
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>0

<0

Appendix C: Distribution of households in sample
City:

No program

Program

Total

Lima
Arequipa
Trujillo
Chiclayo
Piura
Chimbote
Huancayo
Iquitos

209
11
108
131
149
480
600
120

501
150
52
49
51
120
0
20

710
160
160
180
200
600
600
140

Total

1808

942

2750

Note: Cities listed in order of timing of program entry
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Appendix D: Tenure Security Levels according to Program Tming

(Region=Lima )
Time since program entry
0 (has not entered)
1 (entered 1999-2000)
2 (entered 1997-1998)
3 (entered 1995-1996)
4 (entered 1992-1994)

Rank tenure security, high to low (1-4)
“New” households
“Old” households
(residence < µ*)
(residence ? µ)
2.25
2.09
2.17
1.89
1.97
1.81
1.74
1.67
1.67
1.5

Note: µ is sample average residential tenure.
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Frequency
115
48
109
32
14

Appendix E: Test of Linearity in Program Periods
I
Weekly hours

II
LFP

III
Home Bus

9.259
(6.457)

-0.095
(0.018)**

-0.025
(0.023)

Squatter*program period 1

74.629
(25.487)**

0.267
(0.153)

-0.022
(0.061)

Squatter*program period 2

92.448
(25.779)**

0.335
(0.161)*

-0.059
(0.063)

Squatter*program period 3

107.255
(27.018)**

0.371
(0.157)*

-0.099
(0.108)

Squatter*program period 4

123.552
(30.395)**

0.452
(0.160)**

-0.318
(0.075)**

Squatter*program* tenure

-1.124
(0.554)*

-0.001
(0.003)

Squatter*program* working-age
members

-29.184
(11.725)*

-0.113
(0.061)

(Squatter*program* working-age
members) 2

3.397
(1.313)*

0.011
(0.005)*

Adjusted Wald Test:
(PP4-PP3)=(PP3-PP2)=(PP2-PP1)
F(2, 258) =
Prob > F =

0.12
0.888

0.13
0.883

(N=2394)

Number working-age members
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1.15
0.319

Appendix F: Changes in Set of Covariates

I

II

III

IV

V

9.952
(6.305)

10.080
(6.321)

10.742
(6.299)

8.634
(6.296)

6.004
(6.001)

Squatter*program

59.715
(25.520)*

64.616
(24.495)**

65.062
(24.594)**

58.735
(26.065)*

55.743
(25.112)*

Squatter*program periods

14.503
(5.117)**

11.840
(4.798)*

11.441
(4.859)*

14.662
(5.396)**

12.181
(4.817)*

Squatter*program* tenure

-1.195
(0.550)*

-1.265
(0.538)*

-1.393
(0.538)*

-1.184
(0.562)*

-1.029
(0.535)

Squatter*program* working-age
members

-27.499
(11.840)*

-27.743
(11.797)*

-27.327
(11.866)*

-27.036
(11.717)*

-25.800
(11.481)*

(Squatter*program* working-age
members)2

3.194
(1.312)*

3.205
(1.308)*

3.169
(1.309)*

3.082
(1.307)*

3.050
(1.252)*

Implied program effect (N=4,
T=15)

11.906
(8.393)

9.635
(8.154)

8.445
(8.044)

11.474
(8.484)

10.262
(8.265)

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

(N=2379)

Number working-age members

region*program interactions
region*sqatter interactions
neighborhood (cluster FE)
characteristics
detailed family composition
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Appendix G: Definition of Variables
BABIES: Number of household members aged 2-4.
EDUCATION OF HH HEAD: Four dummies indicating whether or not household head completed primary
school, high school (common or technical), non-university post-secondary, and university.
FIRST OWNERS OF DWELLING: Household memb ers built or were first to reside in dwelling.
INHERIT: From question, “How did you obtain this property?” respondent answered, “By inheritance.”
INVADED PROPERTY: From question, “How did you obtain this property?” respondent answered, “By
invasion.”
INVADED DWELLING: From question, “What type of ownership claim does the household have with
respect to the dwelling?” respondent answered, “Invaded or de facto.”
LITERACY OF HH HEAD: Household head can read and write.
LOT SIZE: Property size in square meters. Interviewers instructed to verify if possible size recorded on
property deed/title.
MARITAL STATUS OF HH HEAD: Dummy indicator of whether or not household head reports either
being married or having a domestic partner.
MEMBERS: Total number of people who “habitually live and share meals” in the household.
NEIGHBORHOOD HAS FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAM: Someone in cluster reports participating in
or benefiting from a family planning program.
NEIGHBORHOOD HAS CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM: Someone in cluster reports participating in or
benefiting from Vaso de Leche, Wawa Wasi, PRONEI, or public day care program.
NEIGHBORHOOD HAS FOOD ASSISTANCE PROGRAM: Someone in cluster reports participating in or
benefiting from school lunch, community kitchen, PANFAR, food-for-work, church kitchen, or food donation
program.
NEIGHBORHOOD HAS SCHOOL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM: Someone in cluster reports participating
in or benefiting from literacy program, school insurance program, or INFES.
NEIGHBORHOOD HAS GENERAL SOCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM: Someone in cluster reports
participating in or benefiting from FONCODES, VAN, or other type of assistance program.
NEIGHBORHOOD HAS [ ] FACILITY: Anyone in cluster unit reports that neighborhood currently has
primary school/secondary school/job training center/bank/paved road/bus stop/soccer field/public phone/post
office/market/commissary/cinema/health center reasonably in reach.
NEIGHBORHOOD HAD [ ] TWO YEARS AGO: Anyone in cluster unit reports that neighborhood had
current nearest [ ] facility for at least two years.
NEIGHBORHOOD WALKING INDICATOR TO [ ]: Whether or not anyone in neighborhood reports
walking to [ ] facility.
NEIGHBORHOOD AVERAGE WALKING DISTANCE TO [ ]: The mean commuting time to [ ] among
people in cluster who claim to walk there.
NEIGHBORHOOD LACKS INFRASTRUCTURE: From question: Which services does community lack?
Answer: Public infrastructure (roads/bridges).
NEIGHBORHOOD HAS NO MUNICIPAL SERVICES: How does HH generally dispose of trash?
Municipal trash services. Year of municipal service? Pre -1995.
NEIGHBORHOOD HAS NO PUBLIC WATER SYSTEM: From question: Which services does
community lack? Answer: Public water system.
PERCENT IMMIGRANTS: Percentage of HH members who report being born in the province.
PERCENT MALE: Percentage of HH members age 5-70 (working-age) who are male.
[INDOOR] PLUMBING: From question, “Where does this HH get water?” Answer: “Faucet inside home.”
From which year public system? Before 1995.
PROGRAM: More than one household in cluster reports having a COFOPRI title.
PROGRAM PERIODS: One of four program periods determined by cluster year of program entry. Year of
entry defined as the cluster minimum year of COFOPRI title greater than 1992. If minimum year less than
1992, second minimum year is used. Lengths of program periods described in Section 3.2.
SCHOOL-AGED KIDS: Number of children ages 5-10 (primary school age).
SENIORS: : Number of household members over age 70.
SHOCK: Household reports experiencing economic shock unrelated to titling program during past year.
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SQUATTER: A household is identified from my data as a squatter household in the following manner:
9.1.1.1.1.1.1.1 Treatment Group
“squatter”=1 if:
(1) current squatter, identified by (a) “title type”= “No title”; or (b) “title type”= “Other documents” and
“registered”= “no”; or (c) “title type”= “Legal settlement” and “registered”= “no”, OR
(2) pre-program squatter, identified by “title type”= “COFOPRI”, and (a) “old title type”= “No title” or
(b) “old title type”= “Other documents” and “previously registered”= “no” or (c) “old title type”=
“Legal settlement” and “previously registered”= “no”
9.1.1.1.1.1.1.2 Control Group
“squatter”=0 if:
(1) current title-owner in non-program area, OR
(2) pre-program title-owner in program area
TENURE: Residential tenure is defined as the earliest year in which a resident reports having lived in the
house. Data comes from information collected on each household member, including which year they moved
(or were born) into house.
WALKING INDICATOR TO [ ] FACILITY: Whether or not household reaches [ ] facility by walking.
WALKING DISTANCE TO [ ] FACILITY: HH walking time to reach [ ] facility.
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